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ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL.
THIRTIETH YEAR.

ALBUQUERQUE,
country is the growing idea of the
world. And this Idea of brotherhood
that Is being cultivated by the members of this organization and all organizations is going to teach a kinship
and earnest nearness one that will
enable us to solve more easily the
problems that vex mankind and while
I possibly could not earn the wages
fixed by your scale If I attempted to
do the work that you are doing as an
honorary member of the organisation.
I can be a full member, working on
full time in everything that means the
enlargement of the Idea of brotherhood in this country. I am very glad
to be here."

RAISES

WORKMEN

BOLD HIGHWAYMEN

COMMONER DINES WITH
LINCOLN PRINTERS

SYSTEMATIC

His
Typos That
Speeches Have Furnished
Work For Thousands
of
in
Decade,
Craft
Past

Br Morning Journal Special Lmaed Wire.
Lincoln, Neb., Aug. it, William J.

Bryan, the democratic candidal
lor
president, was the principal speaker
tonight at a banquet Riven by the Lincoln Typographical union in honor of
O. Humphrey O'Sullivan,
of Lowell.
Mass. He was voelfcsously applauded
throughohut.
Before entering Into
the more serious subject of his address, which vas in reference to the
part labor organizations play in the
world's work, Mr. Bryan thanked the
union for the opportunity given him
to he present and made a humorous
reference to Candite J, W. Kern, who
Hlao was a guest.
"He is naturallly
somewhat embarrassed
at the approaching
notification," said Mr.
Bryan amid laughter.
realize how it
is with a beginner but I am suri' that
it' he will orwevere the time will come
when he will feel as J do about It so
accustomed to being notified that It
seems scarcely an extraordinary occasion."
After remarking that he was glad
to get Into an organization where he
could be a' member along with the
governor of Nebraska,
Bryan
Mr.
said:
"This is a campaign where we are
going to take the people into our
and we are going to have
them make the tight for our principles. I am glad to be associated with
those who bear so important part In
the work that labor does. I suppose
that if there Is one organization of
which I could properly be made an
honorary member, It is an organization
of printers, for, if. 1 am not a printer
myself, I have given printers more
work to do than any other man I
think In the United States. I am glad
to be associated with you in the bonds
of this organization for two reasons:
In the first place because you are the
representatives of the great labor organizations of the country and you
represent one of the most intelligent
branches of labor of the country; you
represent one of the best organised
branches of labor In the county: and I
believe In the organizations of the
laboring men.
believe in the organization for what It does for those who
do not belong to it, for according to
my understanding of the work of labor organisations, its benefit are not
conllned to Its members. Cod has so
linked us together, no matter what we
may desire, wc can not live alone. God
has so linked us together that no matter how we may desire to confine our
efforts to the things that benefit ourselves we can not do It.
"I believe that the labor organizations of this country are more responsible than any other one factor In the
improvement of labor conditions In
the United States during the last
twenty-fiv- e
years. And the Imp
that they have wrought In the
conditions that surround the laboring
men, these improvements are shared
by those who do not belong to the
organisation. This was brought to my
attention a few years ago by a man
in Chicago who was an employer. He
hud been appointed nfl one of a commission to arbitrate a strike and when
the men had secured a ten per cent
advance, the question was raised
whether men not belonging to the union should be employed with them:
and the laboring men proposed that
those outside of the union receive the
pay they were formerly willing to receive and thp members of the union
receive the ten per cent Increase upon
which they had agreed. The employer
'Why that Is impossible, for
said:
those outside of the union would not
work for the lower price If we paid
you the Increase.' Thus those outside
of the union were to receive and did
receive the Increase that was secured
of the laboring
by the organisation
men. Not only do they secure the
benefit of the higher wages that have
been brought out by organisation but
the large
they receive the benefits,
benefits, that come from the advancement of the various social reforms behind which the organised labor stands
In the fight to protect the children
from too early work, the children of
those who are not members of the organisation share the benefits as well
as the children of those who are memIn everyber! of the organization.
thing that goes to provide for better
examinations of mines, better health
enndltlons, for those who toll, the people outside of the organization as well
hs those on the Inside reap the benefit. I repeat that this world Is so constructed that no good thing can be
monopolized And It Is well that It is
so. The farmer who Introduces a new
kind of grain or furnishes Information In regard to the Improvement of
the crops, one who Improves the breed
of animals, he can not keep the benefits to himself. And these labor organisations have been teaching the
Idea of brotherhood, that Is larger
that any separate organisation of men
and this Idea of brotherhood that lies
back of and Is the foundation of the
organisations of various kinds in this

VIOLENCE FEARED IN
COUNTY SEAT ELECTION
Oklahoma Kxccillive Tunis Down
peal for Military Force.

con-liden-

Ap-

City. Aug.d 11. From
Bristow, one of the contestants in the
county scat fight in Creek county tonight comes a report that sixty detectives from Oklahoma City, Wichita,
Fort Smith and Bailas have been sent
into the county to assist the local authorities In maintaining order tomorrow, the day of the election. Threatening demonstrations in Sapulpu and

Oklahoma

I

Kelfer this afternoon heightened the
fear of serious trouble and the governor was called upon for military aid.
The application was denied, Acting
Governor Bellamy sending word thai
he believed the county authorities
Were able to preserve order.

Tombstone, Ariz., Aug.
11. The
Wardwell leper situation here continues a perplexing problem for the authorities. With federal aid denied
from Washington and no territorial
law sanctioning deportation, the local
officials are puzzled.
Present plans
contemplate the return of the leper
to .California.
Mrs. Ward well's condition Is worse and she Is growing
violent, so that It
necessary to keep
her chained to her bed. General
Wardwell is at death's door. Both patients are flooded with mail from religious fanatics, doctors and sympathizers.
1

Bvanwilli swept by storm.
Kvansvllle, Ind.. Aug.
11. The
worst hail and thunderstorm In the
city's history swept over this vicinity
last night doing thousands of dollars
damage to telephone and telegraph
lines, livestock and crops.
William
Hurgnf was crushed to death in tile
Wreck of a barn and two children, a
son and a daughter of Jack Delroy,
were drowned when a house boat In
which they resided was swamped.

UNUSUALAGTIVITYAT

OOT

Evecutive Office Transacting
Big Bunch of Business;
Secrecy Maintained
In tryof the
as to Its Nature,

Rochester, N. Y.. Aug. 11.
ing to pass nadar the bow
Kingston, a large passenger boat
which was coming into Charlotte har-

bor from Thousand Islands late tonight, the Titania, a small passenger
boat that lilies Ifetween Seabreeze and
( 'harlot te,
big
was struck
bv the
boat and sank in ten or twelve feet of
on the TiWater. Twenty persons
tania were thrown into the water, but
all were rescued.

WIN

REGULARS

IN

CALIFORNIA
PRIMARIES
Voters Turn Down Independent Factions in Both Republican and Democratic Organizations,
I

llv Morning .loarnsl Hnerlnl LraMd Wire.
A primary
Ban Francisco, Aug. II.

election was held throughout Califor
nia today for the purpose ol choosing
delegates to the state, district, und
congressional conventions.
At 10 o'clock tonight the returns
showed that the regular organisation!
of both the democratic and republican parties had won a victory und
would control their respective conventions.
In the republican

party there was
a contest between the organizations
league,
and the
while In the democratic party the organization of the Mc Nab faction contended with the faction led by Theodora Bell.
In this city at 10 o'clock the regucounty committee
republican
lar
Claimed to have carried all but four
Complete
of the seventeen districts.
returns having been received from a
At the headquarters of the
number
league Secretary
Berry Newberry claimed his organizadistricts, giving
tion had won five
delegates out of 178
them slxty-flv- e
to tho county convention.
of Congressmen
The nomination
Kahn and Hays Is assured.
organizaThe regular democratic
tion carried all but six of the local
districts.
Lincoln-Rooseve-

Lincoln-Rooseve-

Pro-Fou-

Uy Mornlnc

Jm.raxl Si.ecl

I

nd

Lmm4 Wlie.l

Oyster Bay, Aug. 11. The unusual
activity at tii,. .o'veinn
offices here which has been apparent
for almost a week, both during the
day anil at night, bus become the subject of considerable curiosity.
Acting Secretary to the President
Rudolph Forstor and the force of clerks
under him recently have been tho
hardest worked men In the village.
Their duties begin early and at times
have continueI far Into the night. The
executive office staff has been augmented by the arrival of two clerks
offrom the Washington executive
fices.

Secretary Forster makes two tripa
almost every day to Sagamore HIM,
and each time upon his return brings
with him a mass of correspondence.
His first visit made in the forenoon
usually consumes two or three hours.
Recently he began making the night
trips, leaving the office about 9 p. m.
and remaining with the president
as late as midnight and sometimes after that hour.
Just what Is the occasion of this
extraordinary activity cannot be learned.
Inquiries are met with the reply
"Official business" It Is believed nol
improbable, however, that political
matters form a considerable part of
the business transacted.
Not a single office visitor has been
at Sagamore Hill since Friday' and no
statement of any kind has COBOS from
days. The
the president In several
president was at home ull of today.
ly

FIRE

PERISHED

IN

lt

L DISASTER
Daylight Reveals Mangled Remains of Victims in North
Coast Limted Wreck,

lt

ROOSEVELT BOYS TURN
HOLD-UP- S
FOR CHARITY
Oyster Bay, Aug. 11. Tomorrow
there will be numerous "holdups" on
the streets of Oyster Bay, and one of
the holdup artists Is to he none other
youngest son,
than the president's
Quentin, and another probably the
next older son. Archibald. The proceedings of the holduiis to help
of
a worthy cause, the maintenance
the
the Nassau hospital st Mineóla,
only one In Nassau county. Should
the president venture forth from Sagamore Hill tomorrow he likely will
Being In urgent
become a victim.
need of funds the Nassau hosplUI has
sent forth appeals to every town for
assistance. In Oyster Bay the Oyster
whose pupils
Bay Riding academy,
are all members of wealthy families in
the vicinity, adopted novel moans for
securing funds. Each member of the
academy will be equipped with a red

12,
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the hands of Lawyer William It. sponsible for his coming to Amerl'
Page his claim against Samuel Bow- Breach of contract is his chars' iri
man of St. Louis, president of the he hopes to collect r,000. ,
cratlc candidate.
Mr. Parma n. unuer his aff
In addition to numerous members of the notification with the Aeroplane company.
committee who called there were hun- several flights at the Brighton Beach
dreds of persons who came out to pay race track here. The attendance was
their respects. Among these was a nothing like that which had been andelegation of farmers from Republic ticipated and the promoters of the
county, Kas., who Informed Mr. Bryan exhibitions, finding they were losing
that a whole train load of their neigh- money, decided to bring the series of
flights, which was lo have extended to
bors would arrive in the morning.
Former Governor Osborne brought August It, to a speedy close.
glad tiilings from Denver, where he
is at the1 head of the lntermountaln
headquarters.
Bryan HOPE FOR REPUBLICAN
He told Mr.
HARMONY IN TENNESSEE
that the democrats wee sure of carrying the five states within his Jurisdiction Wyoming. Idaho, Ctah, ColoNashville, Tenn.. Aug. 11. The rerado and Montana.
Announcement was made tonight publican state OOnveM Vea will meet in
that Henry C. Richmond, of Omaha. this city tomorrow for the parpáis of
Neb., a former editor, nad been ap- nominating a candidate for governor.
pointed second assistant secretary of Republicans and democrats alike are
the democratic national committee. watching the outcome with much inMr. Richmond will be assigned to the terest. On the result of this convenDemocratic Leaders Gather Chicago
headquarters.
tion depends the question of whether
Lincoln was the mocea for demoto Hear Bryan Address Acor not the republicans will have any
crats today, thousands already havinf; chance in the light for governor of
cepting Nomination for the reached the city and many moro arc Tennessee. After the calling of the
expected tomorrow.
Workmen were convention for tomorrow the Olivet
Presidency,
busy most of the day and night decoiiouk faction called the Chattanooga
rating the business houses and homes convention and nominated T. Anbury
of the city In honor of the notification Wright for governor.
If the Kvans
EVERYBODY OPTIMISTIC
of Mr. Bryan. The larger stores have faction which meet.-- ; tomorrow will
hundreds Of (lags draped along each endorse the action of the Chattanooga
CONCERNING OUTLOOK story
while banners drooped from the convention there is believed to be some
windows.
The Klks' club house was hope of republican success.
If. howdecorated In red. white ever, the EvS&S people nominate their
Candidate Kern Declares In- OOnspiCUOUSly
and blue while pictures of Mr. Bryan candidate, O. N. Tillman, It Is believed
diana Is Safely Democratic were on display In the windows. At it will resuit In a hopeless split.
the Lincoln hotel, Where the demoand Claims Prospects
of cratic headquarters are located, hun- PROHIBITION ISSUE
dreds of yards of hunting have been
Party Were Never Better,
used. Above the portico was suspendIN TEXAS DEMOCRACY
ed a mammoth picture of W. J. Bryan
By Morning Joiinml Kpr1:il T.naed Wlre.I and in the lobby of the hotel was
11. The
San Antonio. Tex., Aug.
The city ball was also approFalrviow, Lincoln. Neb., Aug. 11.
flags
with
and democratic state convention which
priately decorated
Bringing prophesies of democratic vic- bunting. Pictures of Mr. Bryan were Convened here today and effected pertory to Mr. Bryan on the eve of his conspicuously on display in the
manent organization, adjourned late
notification, J. w. Kern, vice presidenthis afternoon until tomorrow morning to allow the committee on resotial candidate, with Norman K. Mack,
lutions to prepare their report.
chairman of the democratic national
TALK OF Interest centers about the subcomcommittee, and several other promi- RIDICULE
mittee which Is preparing the plank
nent democrats were the vanguard of
with reference to the submission of a
providing
Interesting arrivals today to attend the
constitutional amendment
prohibition. Both a mafor state-widceremonies here tomorrow, within a
WITH NIPPON jority nnd a minority report will unfew minutes after their arrival Chairdoubted!;, lie made.
man Mack. Mr. Kern, Joseph Daniels,
head of the literary bureau of the national committee; Governor John B,
TEXAS REPUBLICANS
Osborne, of Wyoming, and John K. Americans
and Jaoanese at
GO THROUGH MOTIONS
Lamb, of Indiunn, were In an extendBanquet Vie With Each Other
ed conference with Mr. Bryan at his
home at Falrvlew on questions vitally
Dallas, Texas, Aug. 11.- - After afin
Expression of Friendly
affecting the' conduct of the coming
fecting permanent organization by the
campaign. The conference was con, e, linn
of J. If, Mct'ormlck, of DalSentiments,
tinued at a later hour tonight followpermanent
las,
as
chairman and the
to
ing a dinner tendered
C. Humphrey
of the several committees, the
O'Sullivan, of Isuvell, Mass., the newly (Br Morning Journal fUMwInl Inal Wtr I naming
met
New York. Aug. It. A strong note republican state convention which
elected secretary of the notification
today adjourned Ut8 this after
committee, at the MncolQ hotel by the of International amity was Hounded lu re
when the report
union at which and sentiments of cordial friendship noontin- until tomorrowrtn resolutions
Lincoln Typoftim
and
cemmittee
of
were
Jnpan
and Amellen
.vi r
between
nrynii was a (ru'vi.
will be presented. A noThese conferences with Mr. Bryan freely expressed at a luncheon In the nominations
feature of the convention Is
had to do in a señera way with the Hotel Astor today tendered Thomas ticeable
small number of colored delegates
outline of the coming campaign to J. O'Brien, American ambassador to the
gether with a tentative plan that has Japan, by the Japanese society of In attendance.
Rear Admiral Coghlan
for
the New York.
already been formulated
financing of the coming polltlenl and United States Scnutor Burroughs
struggle. A general speaking campaign were also quests at the luncheon, EDWARD SHOCKS HIS
for Mr. Bryan in different parts of the which was presided over by Baron
to
country came up for consideration but Takahira. Japanese ambassador
no dellnlte dates, which would In- Washington.
by
Huron
made
Speeches were
clude i campaign of the middle weal
and
were definitely dceldert upon. Reporta Takahira, Ambassador O'Brien
committee, consul Oeneral Ki Mldsuno of New
received by the national
however, were shown to Mr. Bryan York, in which each predicted lasting
and It was generally decided that In peace, stnleabM trade relations and
friendship between the I'nlted States
view of the situations disclosed In
Toasts were drunk to
Ohio, Illinois and other mid- and Japan.
dle western states, an active speaking President Roosevelt, the ambassadors
campaign, in Which Mr. Kern would and to the two countries.
Baron Takahira In his speech laudtake an equally prominent part should
ed Ambassador O'Brien and then re- Proposed
Honors to Roman
be waged In those state.;.
war between this
Regarding the campaign and the ferred to the talk of Skying!
country
Japan.
nnd
Catholic Dignitaries in Lonhad with Mr.
severa conference!
"We have never hnd an Idea for a
Bryan today anil tonight. Chairman
don Arouse Bitter Protest
moment of displeasing your people,
Mack says:
much less of waging war against you,
at"While I am here principally lo
Which Receives Scant AtIt Is unnecessary to say that none
tend the notification ceremonies I have and
two
of
people
the
Intelligent
of
the
discussed With Mr. Bryan tonight and countries believed In the possibility of
tention,
will also tomorrow, the general plan
of
two
nations
the
hostilities between
of the campaign. It has been my lixed
friendship.
Bjr Morning Jmirnsl HsMlai ImMI Wire. I
purpose In this campaign to deal with such time honored
London, Aug. It. Tho counsel of
Ambassador O'Brien spoke of the
actual fRcts and these I have commu- commercial relations between the two the protestant alliance that raised
nicated to Mr. Bryan, telling him that nations and declared that each was such a storm In parliament and elseconditions, aa I have found them nnd of great Importance to the other; he
where at the time King Edward visitas they have been reported to me by declared there never hnd been any ed
the pope Is again agitated over the
well
and
committeemen
natlonul
war.
danger
of
announcement
that hia majesty Inknown democrats all point to his elecceremoniously to grant an audtends
tion to the presidency.
SEEKING THIRD MAN IN
ience to the papal legate. Cardinal
"Ohio, Indiana and New York will
Vannultell,
at the forthcoming euchar-Istl- c
CONSPIRACY
DYNAMITE
Mr.
I
told
have
go democratic and
In London. The alliance
congress
a
Bryan thnt I Consider Wisconsin as
has sent a memorial to Sir Edward
debatable ground. Let me say to all
the Orey, the foreign secretary, calling atSon Francisco, Aug.
democrats that the democratic cam- capture In Chicago last night of Peter
tention to this projected violation of
satisfacmore
making
than
Is
paign
brother of John the protestant constitution of the Unithe
Olaudlanes,
tory progress."
Claudlanes, now held In the city prison ted Kingdom and urging thnt steps be
John W. Kern has every confidence here charged
with dynamiting the ! taken at once to prevent the king from
In the election Of the democratic ticket
home of Former upervlsor James L paying this compliment to the CathoIf every man die s his duty. Speaking
(Jallagher, the prosecution's star wit- lic prelates from America and Europe
of the situation tonight he snld:
ness against Abraham RUef and oth- who are coming to attend the concondiMr.
Bryun
that
"I have told
prominent defendants In the brib- gress.
er
tions are more than favorable and ery graft esses, the police and forSir Edward has only acknowledged
while It Is too early to make predic- mer Secret Service Agent William 3.
the receipt of the memorial.
tions It would seem to me that from Burns with his corps of twenty-fou- r
reports received from the most con- special detectives, are centering their
servative sources thnt If every demo- efforts upon the capturing of Felix OKLAHOMA BANK OWES
crat would lend his aid In this cam- I'audevarls, the third member of the
ITS MISSING CASHIER
paign as I believe they will the na- trio of alleged dynamiters. The arrest
This
tional ticket will be elected.
of Claudlanes has given a fresh ImOuthrle, Okla.. Aug. 11 State
much I feel that Indiana Is sufely In petus to the search Tor I'audevarls.
I have
Rxamlner Rmook was tonight
While
Bank
the democratic column.
that
John Claudlanes stnted today
notified that the Bank of Afton, which
In en but a few days In lown, where
under no circumstance would he take was closed yesterday pending an inl made s couple of speeches I have
the witii, ss stand against his brother
learned sufficient to make me believe Peter, unless both were given an im vestigation of Its affulrs, was opened
that Iowa Is an extremely doubtful munity contract signed by the district I today and business resumed. The Instate. No definite plans have been attorney and approved of by the court. vestigation showed that there Is no
made for my speech mnking tour and Claudluiics asserted Unit Pnudevarlx shortage whatever. The Investigation
It Is unlikely that I will go on the was the Hichconsplrutor and planned was caused by the mysterious disappearance of William M. Reynolda,
stump until after my notification."
the dynamiting.
of the hank, who has been
Mr
rest
week
cashier
of
the
During the
missing since lust Saturday night. It
Bryan will engage himseir with the FRENCH AEROPLANE MAN
was found that Reynolds has a perconsideration of the democratic camGOING HOME DISGUSTED sonal balance to his credit of over
paign text books. Conferences will Imi
13.000.
held wllh the committee on Its preparation which Is omposed of John B. i 'ono 'in pin id Tour of I oil,-- Htntes
skirmish Fire at Ftsrt Kliertdan
Lamb, chairman; Josephus Daniels, of
Failure for .a, k ,.i Support.
11
Skirmish Hre
Chicago, Aug.
North Carolina, head of the literary
Far-macomprised the armv shoot st Fort
New York. Aug. 11. Henry
bureau of the national committee, and
waited In vain In his Rpsrtmeni Sheridan today The two bst shots
R. L. Metcuir, editor of tho ComIn the Hotel Astor tonight for a promIn the northern division led the field
moner.
The composition of this book has ised call from some parlies who, It of H7 contestants. Sergeants Jor.eph
Eighth cavalry,
been the subject .of much conaldera-tlo- n had been represented to him, would McNnhh, troop K.
M.
'ox, company
by the committee having the mat- back his tour of this country for which and William C
Infantry. Being for
ter In charge. It will be arranged as he had brought his famous aeroplane Twenty-sevent- h
first place with SB points out of a
to serve as a guide to the orators In from Franc,.
At lest he announced that he would possible 600. Their nearest competThe question
the speakers' bureau.
of raising a fund sufficient to conduct keep the matter open no longer, add- itors wero P. P. Hcrnandea, artlaan,
an active campaign also was given ing that he would have his machine Atlantic division, and Private Clarence
Burroughs, company E, Twenty-sevent- h
consideration, but no conclusion was crated tomorrow.
Infantry. Cuban division, each of
Khi
day
man
Mr.
placed
was
an
hurlo
the
Falrvlew
day
at
The
reached.
exceedingly busy one for the demo- - Aeroplane company which waa re- - whom soored 314.
In

NOTIFICATION

S

Ire. 1

Billings, Mont Aug. II. A special
to the Gazette from QlendlVS says:
Yesterday's wreck of tho Northern
Pacific's north coast limited has now
resulted In five deaths. In nddltlon to
night. Kxpross
last
those reported
Messenger Wlnson, who was terribly
burned by escaping steam, expired ut
J;J0 this morning. While working on
the wreckage near Allard this morning the resellers uncovered the body
of an unidentified hobo and now It Is
portions
reported that dismembered
of another body have been found.
The body of Fireman Matthews will
be shipped to Dickinson, where he has
a family. Expresa Messenger Wilson
is survived by a wife and three children In St. Paul, where his body will
be sent tomorrow.
F.nglneer C. D. Lit, h Is resting
easily and will doubtless recover. All
other Injured persons are 'also In a
satisfactory condition.

Gkwarntnenl Treasure Powli Stolen.
Washington, Aug. 11. A messenger's pouch containing United States
government checks for nearly $2.000,
was early lust week stolen In front
of the building occupied by the department of commerce and labor, according to Chief Wllkle of the secret
service. The Identity of the robber
is not known.
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CEREMONIES

DANCE FOR

IN LINCOLN

SAILORS
UNIQUE ENTERTAINMENT

TODDY

r.

IB

BAY

SMALL VESSEL RUN
DOWN BY STEAMER

1

ts

MRS. WARDWELL RAVING
MANIAC; HUSBAND DYING

Arizona Authorities Still Pu.lcil Over
What to Do With Aged Leper
mid Her SHusc.
Fifteen

Redding, Cal.. Aug. 11.
men were robbed and held up in relays last nlgfht by two highway men
near Sterling City on the road from
that place to the Diamond Match
company plant, located on the west
hank of the Feather river. The robbers are said to have secured over
$400 in money and nlmost as much in
valuables.
The men robbed are all employes of
the match company who were returning after dark
from Sterling City,
where they had gone during the day
to receive their month's pay.
The
highway men escaped.

AUGUST

.
cross arm band and sent forth on
horseback to hold up people whether
In automobiles, carriages or afoot, and
take from them whatever sum they
feel Inclined to give. Ten of the class
Will CO to SjSTSIWlhl'M Hilt tniiiamm'
morning and draft Quentin Roosevelt
anu pernaps Archibald. Together they
will ride through the streets. When
they meet a vehicle of any kind they
will stop it. pin a badge on the occupant and demand a ransom. By this
method it Is believed a good round
sum win be received for the benefit
of the hospital.

CLEAN-U- P

UNION

Reminds

I

MAKE

NEW MEXICO, WEDNESDAY,

e

itl

-

I

PROTESTANT
SUBJECTS

a,

,

I

I

n

ARRANGED AT AUCKLAND

Admiral Spcrry's Men Invited
to Witness Savage Function
of Maoris In All Its Aboriginal Magnificence,
Montas Journal StrnUml Innl Wlte.1
Auckland, N. Z Aug. 11. No more
beautiful sight ever was witnessed at
the picturesque Bllerslle race course
than that of today when a special race
meeting was held for the entertainment of the officers and men of the
American Atlantic fleet.
Admiral
Sperry and his staff and all the officers who could be spared from duty
aboard ship and the entire cont'ngent
of enlisted men on shore leave wero
present. The admiral and other officers were in full uniform.
The spacious grand stand groaned
under lt burden of humanity and the
beautiful green lawns and slopes were
thickly dotted with spectators. In the
stand especially was the scene a pretty
one. the various colored gowns of the
women mixed with the (Old lace of
the naval officers and the bluei and
White trimmings on the uniforms of
the enlisted men.
After the races Admiral Sperry and
200 Officers Of the Hoot proceeded as
the guests of Prime Minister Ward
and the members of parliament to
Kotoruit. the township of Thermal
district In the heart of the north Island. KI miles from Auckland by rail,
where tomorrow u mngnlflcent bath
house will be opened and In connection with the function will occur a
great gathering of Maori tribesmen
who will dance their famous war
dances for the Americans.
For the night various sports and
entertainments
have been arranged
for the Jankles.
All of the officers of
fleet who did not accompany the admiral to Kotorna will be dined by the
orphans club this evening
I By

NATIVE UPRISING

IN

FEARED

INDO-CHIN- A

Paris. Aug. 1 1. Letters received
here from French
refer lo
what are called the grave Indications
of a grave revolutionary outhreak. It
often Is imnosslhlo for the French
army officers to rely upon the fidelity
of their native soldiers and armed
bands of hostile natives have apppear-e- d
at various points. During the past
few months the French have lost 100
native soldiers massacred and four native officers and six French officers
killed. Heavy reinforcements are necessary, It Is said, to hold the country
a
advices claim that
The
the revolutionists number 30,000 men
and that an army of 10,000 Chinese
bandits is mobilising on the frontier.
Indo-t'hln-

a

Indo-Chln-

Canadian Liner Ashore.
Moutreal. Aug. II. The Dominion
liner Southwark. bound from Montreal to Liverpool with a large num-hn- r
of passengers on board ran
aground during a dense fog last nlghl
at Brass point on the outer edge of
Fourteau bay not far from the Point
Amour signal station. A liner Is standing by taking off passengers.

FUMES

WIPE
I

OUT
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Volunteers
Thousand
Five
Fighting Desperately to Save
Sand Point From Destruction,
Hj Morning Journal SpwUI UmmI Wire
Sand Point, Idaho, Aug. 11. With
the wind blowing a gale and the adjacent town of Knot, nay wiped out It
seems that no power can save Sand

I

Point. At
o'clock a small forest
lire near Kootenay was blown Into
the town and the town of 800 Inhabitants was completely destroyed. The
Hum!, mi Lumber company
has a
(200,000 milt at Kootenay which
burned to the ground and was only
party Insured. At present the fire la
within 2.000 feet of the Panhandle
smelter which seems doomed. The
homeless people of the little hsmlet of
Kootenay have been brought here and
are being cared for by cltltens. All
over
Of them lost their belongings.
500 volunteers are fighting the approach of the flames. Sand Point has
a population of about ten thousand.
An appeal has Juat been sent lo the
Spokane, lire department for aid.

.

4.

.- ,- ,,

Hied on Parma, n Aeroplane.
New Tork, Aug. 11. A mechanic's
II, n was filed tonight on the aero
the
.plane, which Henry Farman
avaltor, brought here from Franc,
The lien, waa for 1120.
last month
and was tiled In behalf of Joseph
of tents
Kowskle. a manufacturer
and awnings.
I Jen
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PREDICTS

EXTINCTION

OF

CHURCHES
FAMOUS PREACHER TAKES
GLOOMY VIEW OF FUTURE

Points
Out Decline in Membership
and Influence Due to Wrong
Methods.

Rev. Charles

F.

Aked

pelil

( ormpnadcBM
Momia Jurnnl
York. Aug. 7. For John V.
Rockefeller to attack llM conduct of
thi' oil business or for John D. Jr., lo
on uselcssnesB
of Blblv ti.itl.iscH would be hardly more surprising than for the pastor of the
alive Rockefeller church. Rev.
Charles F. Aked, to criticise Christianity as practiced in the churches ot

New

ultru--rrmi-

T

task of keeping the soul of the nation alive or they will perish."
"Do you think that members of the
ministry' generally agree with your
views?"
"The facts speak for thcmaelvea.
statistics gathered by Dr. Joaeph
Strong show that the gain of the
churches In membership In proportion to the gain In population Is steadily and rapidly falling off.
In the
past twenty years It Is less than half
what It was in the preceding twenty.
The trouble Is that too much of our
religion, both as It in preached and as
It Is practiced lucks life.
The attitude of a vast number of persons toward it Is like that of the New York
banker who said to a certain preacher
at the conclusion of his sermon: 'This
Is the first time I ever knew that religion had anything to do with living.
I thought it had to do only with dying
and going to hell.' "
"But don't you think that manychurchmen will disagree with you and
claim that you arc attacking religion
itself?"
"Very likely. Differences of opinion are certain to exist among living
men.
It Is only in a cemetery that
All the evils
vou will find unanimity.
of controversy are temporary, nil It
This Is one
benefits an- permanent.
respect In which religious thought in
England is In advance of America.
They are not afraid to discuss these
subjects over there.
"How about the various schemes
that have been adopted to attract men
to church, such as vaudeville concerts
the serving of temperance drinks and
similar means?"
"They simply show how desperate
the situation has become In some
quarters. But I don't believe that Unchurch can compete with the saloon
by turning itself into a weak imitation Or with the theater by presenting a poor theatrical attraction. Practical religion must concern Itself with
the saloon, with politics, with questions of better homes and better home
life for the poor, but the way to
strengthen religion Is not by debasing

today and to assert that the churches
themselves, are doomed to extinction
unless the present course 01 events
changes. Yet this Is exactly what has
happened ami instead of repenting in
rashni-Kthf man who has the distinction of being religious perceptor to
the richest man in the world proposes
to follow up his first attack which appears in Appletun's magazine by a
neries of articles to continue for a
year or more in which he will tell
other uncomfortable truths about the
falluie !' the churches and the need
of a deeided change in their spirit and
Mtfeoda if they would avoid being
completely wipe out by Uw attack Ot It."
dry rot from which they are suffer"Practical religion" sums up the reing.
form which Dr Aked would Intro"I didn't want to do It," said Dr. duce in the churches.
In his own exAked when asked as to his reasons perience he has been remarkably
for attacking the methods of existing
by Its application in attracting
organizations for religious work and support to the churches with Which
thus laying himself ..pen to the he has been connected.
His
llrst
charge of "muckraking" the churches charges after he left Cnlverslty cola
storm lege at Nottingham were two
"I have been more or less
entered the min- -stricken
center ver since
churches In Iincashlre
istry and I had planned for quiet and known as St. Helen's and Leicesterrest Beside it oeeurrW) to me that shire. The success he achieved In
it might be felt that my Americanism these restricted fields led to his call
was of too recent an origin to entitle to take charge of Pembroke Chapel In
me to the role of critic. But and the Liverpool. This had basta at one time
gaze of the famous Fifth avenue the leading
church In
preucher wandered .out of his study the city, presided over by Dr. Blrrell.
greener?
the
window which overlooks
the father of Augustine Blrrell, who
and the glimmering lake of Central Is a member of the British cabinet,
park from (he top of a big apartment hut the district in which it wits lohotel but the word had to be spoken cated had been overrun by business
and tin- opportunity to speak It In a struetures and the church had declinway that would reach a host of think- ed until It had been proposed to abaning men ami women throughout the don It. On the Sunday before Dr.
country .ame lo me. and so I am try- Aked took charge the congregation
the task that aeejns consisted of thirty-liv- e
ing to
persons at the
to me ittiMolutely neeessar to the sal- morning gerVICe and sixteen In the
"
swept
the
He
istlanlty
vation ..f 'hi
evening.
7
air with ,, wide gesture Indicating the
Within a few weeks, however, the
extent of tin- rieM t" be covered and fame of the new preacher spread
Mtjased to see if he was understood.
through the city. Former attendants
The pause gave an opportunity to who had deserted the old church re-- I
the
startled
ttldy this man who hus
members were attin ned and new
religious conservative!, out of their tracted to It
Some of the sermons
comfortably somnolence on Rl6r than preached by the hard hitting' young
one occasion since he came over from minister aroused
bitter controversy
England to lak- charge at the Kinh but the i hureh continued to grow and
avenue Bnptl"t church the church for slxte. n years while Dr. Aked re-- ,
which is Celebrated the country over mined In charge It was overcrowded
by reason of its Rockefeller connec- and peoj g were turned away for lack
tion, through tho fact that John I. Is of room it . very service.
lis most prominent member ami someIt ha
that the president of
times passes the plate of a Sundav the boa i of trustees of the Fifth ave
orgamorning, and that John D. Jr..
nue Hai'ist church of New York was
nized and conducts Its famous Hlble In Mvei ool over Sunday between two
class. Dr. Aked s a qolet studious and thr
years ago. He asked
Individual, a lover of books and a
01
Ills hotel Where he cnulrl
a
than
thinker of thoughts, rather
hear i Hid sermon.
man of determined action. Hut When
"If fi ii want a good sermon go
he begins to speak the squareness of to Peni roke i ha pi and hear Dr.
Jaw reveals Itself more prominently: Aked."
"very- plied the clerk.
the firm lips curve away from the well body ge then-.set teeth and the Icen gray eyes hold
The I slilent of the boafd went to
one with the tensity of their OjÉ?rM-alon- . Pembro
Chapel and heard a good
As b moves about the slender sermon
A year later when the pulpit
proport
figure repeals the
of his i n church became vacant be
tions of tlje man of athletic habit. suggest. that Dr. Altad be Invited to
the
There Is a dynamic force behind
apply
I church for a month. The
Utterance that makes them strike Llverpo preacher came anil after Inn
home Then- s something Roosevelt-Iahad pn iched once In the church he
about the set and action of the r.
a
unanimous all to take
Jhw as It caii off the wonts. It Is charge, ftynce then he has startled the
meneasy to understand his casual
hldc-bo- .
ud members of his congretion of the fact that he has been a gation I some of hts utterances, just
his pulpit as his present attack In Appletun's
"storm renter" during
Though a preacher of the on the .efficiency of the churches has
DSreer.
gospel i.r pea. e Dr. Aked lii a man of startled others all over the country.
strenuous thought and with the cour- But his own church Is In no danger
age of his convictions as Is shown by of closing Its doors from lack of inhis ministerial record.
terest o attendance.
The question of the decreasing
membership and waning Influence of
religion the churches le not a deCONCERTS
nominational question," continued Dr. WEEKLY
Aked
"It Is not a national question
It Is a question as wkle as Christianity Itself. Conditions In America are.
broadly speaking, the aame as In Eng-laoIN ALAMUGORDG
and In Kngland as In the rest of
I can see the difference In
Kurope.
this country since I first vlaRcd the
I tilted
Mate, fifteen years ago. The
danger la not from direct attark on Prove Extremely Popular; Two
religion. The denial of belief, that
New Saw IVIills to Be Inth. ism. haw apent Its force. What the
churches have to fear la a more In
stalled on Cloudcroft Line.
slill'.ns danger Indifference. The man
i.
Is
In the street aays the church
He feels that he can (Spr.lnl
buck number.'
orr.apondraca .ralas Journal.
.1.. without It. If you ask him whether
Alamogordo. N. M., Aug. 10 The
he hellevca In flod, In the exlatenre of weekly concerts in Alameda park by
sn Infinite power superior to man the
rechancea are that he will nay 'yea.1 But the Alamogordo band, have been
Questions of dogma, distinctions of sumed and are proving delightful
rreed, do not Interest him and he re- evening treats. Under the leadership
fuse to concern himself about them. of Kd. tlrant this organization is makAt the
Il has made up his mind that he can ing remarkable improvement
get along without religion that Is re- concert which marked the opening of
expounded to the new series, every selection was
ligion as It has
him. But that docs not mean necea-sarll- new with the exception of the opening
that he Is Irreligious.
and the closing numbera.
Hall Broa., of Kentucky, have
"It seems to me that this Indifference la more pronounced In America brought in two portable saw mills,
that In England, lust as orthodoxyun-is- which will be installed Mnear High
railway.
Rolls, on tin A and 8.
more strictly defined snd more
aiding over here. And where there These milla have a capacity of 5.000
is indifference to the church I can feet per day. and will prove very useform no other conclusion than that ful. In that they will work up small
hureh Itself Is to blame. Yet the tracks of timber which could not
to advantage. Their Installaof religion never has been great-- n
any age or country than In this tion means good lumber for the peoountry and in the day we live In. ple In the outlying districts at greatpreachers are ly reduced prices.
nd
ta
churches
Mr. C. E. Drullard. of the HI Paso
maintained to remind men and nathey must Herald, has bean In Alamogordo.
tion of tka eternal laws
In which arousing enthusiasm In favor or the
ley and the Urna: love
Aná m th Un,f'd special Irrigation congresa number, to
mar
thar they may
the bo Issued by the Herald during the
Tt be neededItheras the
tatos
latter part of September. It will aflalngfny of social order.
have got to live up to the ford ta excellent opportunity for me
suc-ccsf-

poverty-

1

-

i

I

well-kni-

I

i

d

l

la-e-

y

i

I

Lkh
churches

cltlsegs of Alamogordo to give the
widest and most favorable sort of
publicity to their beautiful town.
Mrs. W. O.G Roe and children have
goin- to Cloudcroft to spend the re
mainder of the season.
V. R. Utiles, of El Paso, spent a
short while In Alamogurdo this afternoon, returning home from a weekend visit to Aloudcroft.
fluents at the Alamogordo hotel ,re:
J. L. Campbell. John Franklin. J. V.
Bergen, C. S. Helming. Jr., A. I
Mlchelson. V. H. Forbes, Kl Paso: f.
F. Grimes, Houston; N. Heck. J. ('.
Scott. Orograndc; T. F. Beckett.

FUNDS

Former Treasurer of RepubliNational
Committee
can
Agrees to Help Out His

Journal Special Leased Hire.
New York. Aug. 11. The subject pf
raising money to finance the republican campaign was considered today by
Frank H. Hitchcock, chairman of the
republican national committee. Just
In lore he left for Hot Springs, Va.,
to confer with Judge Taft. The question of money raising was taken up
with Cornelius Hllss, who was the national treasurer four years ago. While
neither of these gentlemen would discuss the situation at the close of the

(By Mnralug

I

conference,

practically settled
that Mr. Bliss consented to accept a
place on the advisory Committee
of
nine members which Is to be a ways
and means committee operating
in
conjunction with the chairman of the
Rational committee.
The talk between Mr. Bliss and Mr.
Hitchcock was held at the former's
office and was the first exchange of
views between them since the convention.
Mr. Hitchcock Will go to Chicago
to open western headquarters August
l.'i. At that time there will be a conwith the heads of all of the
té.
bureaus of the eastern und western
headquarters present.
IAI

I S

It

Is

OHIO MANAGER

:!0,

Things to Eat.

an tit

000 votes to his prcvlOtil

estimate that the Buckeye state mild
give tin- republican national ticket a
Mr.
plurality.
hundred thousand
Vorys predicts the success of the Ohio
state ticket and analyzes the congres
sional situation with no losses over
the present republican representation
of sixteen republicans to live democrats, la doing the lulter Mr. Vorys
conceded but one sure democratic district und makes four others doubtful. While Governor Harris' position
in favor of locul option may hurt him
in
Cleveland und Cincinnati, Mr.
Vorys says It will make him votes In
all otln r parts of the state.
Though Mr. Vorys brings with him
a demand from every pari of the state
for the presence of Mr. Tuft during
the campaign, the decided inclination
of tin- candidate as well us the Judgment Of his advisers is against a traveling campaign.
The important problem Mr, Hitch
cock will present will be the selection
of the members of the advisory committee of nine, decided on as means
of aid in ilnancUig the national campaign
It Is predicted thut these men will
be chosen, for the most part, from
the commercial centers of the country
ami whose abilities In financial affairs
are already recognised.
.Man
tentative campaign plans, It
discussed by
is understood, will be
the managers and the candidate, such
as the selection and assignment of
speakers, local organization und the
literary feature to be developed. Mr.
Vorys will lay before Mr. Hltchc... k
of
In detail the needs of Ohio In all
these matters.
Incidentally the West Virginia dilemma will he taken up and a decision
doubtless announced as to the future
attitude of the national committee in
that state, it was said today that tlu
effort to have the state leaders settle
their own differences and eliminate
one of tin tickets would be strongly
ma 6a
Mr Taft divided his time today beconferences,
ns
correspondence,
work on his speech of the 1st to the
Virginians who are coming here and
a game of golf In which he clipped
two strokes from his previous high
record of HO.
John Hays Hammond of Massachusetts will be an arrival tomorrow to
discuss matters In connection with the
national leagues of republican clubs.
e.--

--

PARTY LOST
ON GREAT SALT LAKE

PLEASURE

Salt Uike City, Aug. 11. Saturday
night a party of four consisting of
Joshua Mldgley, manager o( the
company.
Bamberger Coal
i... ,
weather
Seeley of the government
bureau, Joshua Seely and William
See i y left Haltalr beach in a small
motor boat for a lour across Oreat
Halt Lake with the Intention of returning Sunday night. Since then no
trace has been found of them.
Searching
In motor
pHrtlea
boats
have explored the ahore line and Islands for miles without result and unirás the party reached shore before
the atorm. which swept the lake Hun-da- y
night. It la feared their boat w is
swamped and the men perished.
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AMD BOARDING

L1VKKY

New Mostos

sUrmquerejue,

Telephone M.

West Silver Avenue.

American

successes of his new racing yacht
Shamrock, which has won twenty-fou- r
contests
out of the twenty-seve- n
in which she started In the regattas
held this year In home waters. Sir
Thomas Lipton Is more anxious than
ever to try again for the American
There is still six weeks for him
Clip.
to Issue a challenge for a race otT
Sandy Hook in August of 1!I0! and he
is hoping that some intimation will
come from the yacht club that a challenge if sent would be accepted. Without such intimation Sir Thomas will
no ask any British yacht club to
challenge on his behalf.
"The ambition of my life," he said
todnv, "is to bring back the Cup .to
England. Personally I am Willing to
Challenge under the old rules but
can not get a designer of standing to
am
build another freak racer, so
awaiting an Intimation that the New
York Yacht club will accept a challenge similar to thnt sent last year
which
have reason to believe sOtne
members of the club favor.
"My conditions are quite simple. All
that I ask is to he allowed to build
a challenger under the universal rules
that imw govern all yacht raí íok In
America and thut 1 be permitted to
build two bouts, the fastest of which
will cross the Atlantic. Designer Fife
since the Shamrock has proved such
a success Is more confident than ever
of his ability to design a boat under
the universal rules which will be successful in lifting the cup. A combination of his own and American Ideas
with improvements learned from the
appearance with the Shamrock. Mr.
Fife believes will produce a boat that
will stand a better chance than any
previous competitor of bringing back
the cup.
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SELECT YOUR OWN

HARDWARE
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have al! grades and the
best is not too good for
your house.

We

we have

the best
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assortment
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DO NOT FAIL TO SEE US

city. . . .

WAGNER HDW. CO

You
will be

CENTRAL AND FOURTH

thankful
after
your trip

With Ample Means and Unsurpassed facilities.

you
call at our
store before
going on
your outing
if

The Bank of Commerce of Albuquerque
Extends to Depositors Every Proper Accommodation and Solicita Now
Capital, $150,000.00.
Officers and Directors: Solomon Luna, Pres.
hi. nt; W. S. B trickier, Vice President and Cashier; V. .7. .Johnson, Asslst-- I
ant Cashier; William Mcintosh, George Arnot, J. C. Balclrldge, A. M. Black-- ,
well, O. E. Cromwell.

and see
what we
have for

SEATTLE WELCOMES

PRESCRIPTIONS?

you. . . .

WILLIAMS DRUG COMPANYTf

EAGLES

:I7

VP

EST CENTRAL.

AVENUE.

TELEPHONE

as

The Jaffa Grocery Co.

,

to

INTEREST ALLOWED ON SAVINGS DEPOSITS

IN

conference with CHIEF
Hot Springs, Va., Aug. 11. With A.
I. Vorys. the Ohio Taft mamiRer ami
manager, (ius
Mr. Tuft's publicity
Kaigt-rhere today, und Frank H.
Hitchcock, national chairman, arriving tomorrow, the spot lights of the
republican campaign seem about to
focus on the Virginia mountains. Krom
this Uni" on Mr. Vorys will Spend
part of his time with his chief.
He has endeavored to familiarize himself with every local political situation in Ohio and today added from
lii.UUO

Good
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ALBUOUKKQUS,
NEW MEXICO
Capital nd Surplus, $100,000.00

Grocery Co.

By Morning Journal Siswlal loused Wlrcl
London, Aug. 11. Flushed with the
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Grand Aerie Opens With Three
Thousand Delegates in At- -i

tendance; Adcfiess by Theo-
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1881.
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Wire.

Seattle, Wash., Aug. 11. The grand
aerie of the Fraternal Order of Kagles
opened Its annual session here today,
attended by ,300 of the 10,000 dele
gates and members now in the city,
the exercises taking place in the
Moore theater. Worthy President F.
P. Mullin, of Seattle Aerie No. 1, presided.
Mayor John F. Miller made the address of welcome on behalf Of the
city and Governor Meade for the state
of Washington. On behalf of the nation United States Senator Samuel
Piles made an address and H. H.
Thompson made the speech of welcome on behalf of the mother aerie,
Seattle No. I. Theodore Hell, grand
worthy president, spoke on behalf of
the order.
Tonight there wag a social session
In the lodge rooms of the Seattle
Aerie for Eagles only. The real business of the convention will begin

AND MACHINE

WORKS

Proprietor.

,

Iron and Hrass Castings, Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars, Pulleya, Orates,
Bars, Babbitt Metnl, Columns and Iron Fronts for Buildings.
Repairs on Mlninn and Milling Machinery otr Specialty.
Foundry East Side ol Railroad Track.
Albuquerque, New Mexico
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dore Bell,
B.I

FOUNDRY

Received.
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EXCURSIONS

SUPERIOR

LUMBER & MILL CO.

Manufacturers of Sttsh, Doors, Mouldings, etc.
DEALERS IN LUMBER, LATH AND SHINGLES.
WHOLESALE GLASS.
Under Uw Viaduct.
Albuquerque, N.

-

Toledo. Ohio, ami lleturn $60.95,
A. It National Encampaccount
ment. Tickets on sale August 27, 28,
2!l and 30.
lleturn limit Sept 17th. JCOOOOOOOOOOOOO
Limit may be vxtended to Uct. 15th.

M.

WAnRlfflnflAVirTiEnCHFUILE
kMUmii Uktia i. P I L L S.

Santa Fe and ltd urn J 1.1 5, account the Republican Territorial Convention. Tickets on sale August 16,
17 and 18, return limit Aug. 21st.

A Rtrt, SSwSn illLllv 'or RlwuhH, MlmTMnnow.
8i-- i,
s.u.
NEVtr INOWR TO FAIL
Srjl prn.,14
ikctios umun'H nr Monpr HeftiiidM.
Will
Ui,tn CKt 'rltl.to bt paid lor
11.00 wr to.
bro rvSerct. Sample, Ytm, irycsranifgirlioMMi
m id.
navo Mm mm
JNITtO MEDICAL CO., (an T4,

iw

Jur wr.

Mniintaliiair, N. M. ami Uetiirn
$3. 50, a count Chautauqua
Assembly.
Tickets on sale Aug. 13 to 1G, return
limit Aug. 26th.

10

R

UnoUTln.

Sold In Albuquerque by

Paris, Aua;. 11. The death Is announced of Arthur Hanee, the author and politician, aged 77 years.
I .a
Cnrne, Ohio, ami
Iteliim
He was chief editor of tho Aurore,
25,
$63
account annual tournament
and represented
Corsica, In the
National Riflemen Asoclation. Tickets
French senate.
on sale Aug. 5 to 31, return limit Sept.

e
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An advertisement

f.

J. H. O'Rleliy.

In LLe CI as--

e

slfied Columns of the Morning
Journal will probably rent
'hose vacant rooms within the
next twenty-fou- r
honra.

a
a

3rd.

F. W. DANNENFET.SER. TIIK
POPULAR HARRF.R, HAS TAREN
CHARGE OF THE TEKNIER SHOP.
b very careful about her churn. She Sama , I'e anil Return 13 45, ac- FRED HAVING TAREN A POST
scalds it thoroughly after using, and gives count annual meeting New Mexico Bar GRADUATE COURSE IN THE ART
It k sun bath to sweeten It She knows
Association. Tickets on sale Aug. 29, CAN NOW SATISFY THE MOST, Livery, Feed and Bale Stable. First
class Turnouts at reasonable ratea.
that if her churn I sour It will taint ths 30 and 31. Return limit Sept. Cth. FASTIDIOUS.
Telephone S.
N. Second St.
butter that is made In It. The stomach Is
a churn. In the stomach and digestive
YOU ARE IN NEED OF ANY
IF
and nutritive tract? are performed proCall for full Information ut ticket THING DAINTY IN THE GROCERY
cesses which are almost eiactly like the
LINE VOL CAN ALWAYS FIND IT
office.
churning of butter, is It not apparent
AT F. G. PRATT
CO., 214 SOUTH
Try a Morning Journal Want!
then that If this stomach-chur- n
SECOND.
Is foul it
makes foal all which Is put Into It?
Journal Want Ads Get Results
The evil of a foul stomach la not alone
Window frames, $ 1.73. Albuquerque
ths bad taste in the mouth and the foul
Planing Mill. .
breath caused by It, but the corruption of
the pure current of blood and the dissemination of disease throughout the body.
Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery
makes ths sour and foul stomach sweet
It does for the stomach what ths washing
and sun bath do for thechurn-Hisolutrremoves every tainting or corrupting element. In this way It cures blotches,
pimples, eruptions, scrofulous swellings,
sores, or open eating ulcers and all
humors or diseases arising frota bad blood.
If you have bitter, nasty, foul taste In
your mouth, coated tongue, foul breath,
are weak and easily tired, feel depressed
and desponduit. have frequent headaches,
dl77.y attacks, gnawing or distress In stomach, constipa ted or irregnlar bowels, sour
or bitter risings after eating and poor
DEPOSITORY A. T. & S. F. RAILROAD CO.
appetite, these symptoms, or any considerable number of them. Indicate that you are
suffering from biliousness, torpid or Iszy
REPORT OF CONDITION MAY 14. 1901.
Hver with the usual accompanying Indignation, or dyspepsia and their attendant
derangement.
SUNKIURCKN.
.,

The Fanner's Wife

W. L. Trimble & Co.

--

T. E. Purdy, Agent

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

ly

OF ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

UNITED STATES DEPOSITORY

.

and Dlwoiu.la . . .
llonds, Mftirltlee ami real estate
Government Honda
Cash on hand and in banks
I

oTTaaairj Sffijffi
iiTjflfJttVtl sTfacof jBdtoaj raarilrij.
Utaoxerju Tl at this Is absolutely true
will be readily proven to vour satisfaction
If you will but mall a
card reouest
to Dr. R. V. Pierre, Riiftalo, N. Y.. for a
rtsj copr of bis booklet of extracts from
Han aro medical authorities, alvina'
Of all the Inirredl.-iienterimr

psl

Into his world-famemedicina and show- lag what the mmi emluvul medical
tas ago sai oí than.

i

inn

Cash resmnvra
TOTAL

$1,635,118.67
89,836.22
308,000.00
929,433.69

Capital
Surplus and Pronta
Circulation
Deposit

$ 200,000.00
62,591.91
200,000.00
2,499,796.67

1,237,433.69
$2.962.388.51

iotal

$2,962,388.51
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Great Cash
Temptation Sale

AUGUST

.

12, 1908.

AUGUST

WEDNESDAY'

11

1908--

A

splendid welcome t0 thcbabies- - When

we will give away a complete baby outfit, valued at $15.00, consisting

of coat, dress, undershirt, hood, shoes and stockings to the mother who makes the largest cash purchase
on this day

WEDNESDAY,

12. 1908.

AUGUST

Baby not to be over two years old.

Injured Navy Officer Near Death.
Henry W. Henshaw. u government ex- -'
Seattle. Wash., Aug. 11. Lieut.
pert, that "were the birds extermina!- TO PROBE Commander Louis A. Kalstjr of the
NATIONAL FIGHT TO ed it is almost certain that not only
Score
R. it. K.
cruiser Washington, who was thrown
would successful agriculture become.
6
8
Chicago
002 004 00
from his horse at Port Mndison. SunI
Impassible but the destruction of the!
conday, Is still In a
New York
000 010 000 1 5 4
greater part of vegetation would foldition.
It Is the opinion, of Dr.
Walsh
Batteries:
and .Sullivan:
low." Is to be Its keynote. The esta I
SAVE
THE
WRITE
PLAGUE
George M. Norton, the attending
Luke. Hllllard and lilair.
lished fact that destructive Insect life
however, that lie will recover.
Is today alarmingly on the Increase
Washington :t: Detroit 2.
and the birds. Its natural check, stend-ll- v
becoming exterminated will be set
Detroit. Aug. 11. Two timely hits
to
of Audobon So- -: forth before every farmer, orchadlst. Union Names Committee
hy Freeman drove In three men, giv- Associaton
ing Washington Just enough runs to
man together
railroad
business
and
Study Dread Disease Which
cities Has Mapped Out Sys- with the known loss or $800.000,000
win.
. K. H. B.
rnrore
year. Medilast
to
this
condition
due
tematic Campaign to Pro- cal authorities will be cited and the Has Wrought Havoc in Its
o
9
100 loo 000 - 2
Detroit
Washington. . .000 201 0003 8 n
HAVE
IS REMOVE YOUR
profession aroused to the possibilities
Ranks,
tect Feathered Songsters,
Batteries: Donovan and Schmidt;
UHIIAGE.
of plague in the decline of the water
Smith and Street.
and
Clean your lot, cess-pofowl, nature's scavengers.
t Sperlal
Aug.
Mumlmg
11.
Curmixindenrs
Boston.
Favordble action
Journal. 1
closet. One call per week, 45c
"We Intend to place before all the
New
York. Aug. 3 While the people the greatest
per month; two calls per week.
cause on the appointment of a committee
Boston 8; St. I. Kills II.
75e per month.
St. l...uK Aug. 11. Boston made It fight for the presidency Is spreading confronting the. nation at this time." to Investigate, report and remedy. If
three out of four from St. Louis by over the country, another national said William Dutcher, president of the possible, the ravnges of tuberculosis
winning 3 to 0.
campaign for the rights of the leath- National Association of Audubon so insofar as it vitally affects the mem
at its headquarters, mi BroadScore- - R H. K. ered population of
the continent Is to cieties
way, today. "We are squarely faced bers of the organisation and the deSt. Louis
Room 34 Grant Bldg.
000 000 0000 4
be pressed with redouble,) force from by an Impending national calamity feat of the proposition for a conven100 110 000 3 tí
Boston
Howell and Spencer: this city today. Acting for the Inland and yet the government only appro- tion every live years instead of anBatteries:
birds whose further extinction must priates some $62.000 a year to
Cicotte and Carrlgan.
nually were the features today at the
lay barren all the land and for the
nnd educate on (his paramount meeting of the International Typo
water fowl whose death will bring on economic problem. As much il put graphical union.
WESTERN LEAGUE.
national pestilence, the National As- into one single gun which U soon
The action on tuberculosis (allowed
sociation of Audubon societies has worn out. Until the federal and state Is lengthy and Interesting paper by
Pueblo 7: Dcs Moines 0.
Pueblo, Aug. 11. James pitched mapped out every taction of the Uni- governments are forced by the people H. Russell Wray of the chamber Of
grout bull and was given errorless ted States and organizo! a force of to establish adequate departments or commerce of Colorado Springs, who
EL PASO
support and Pueblo earned an easy speakers to bring home their Issues bureaus for the expert handling id' this spoke particularly of the advantages
DENVER
Important subject our association will of the weal in the treatment of the
SbutOttt In the first game of the series to all the people. Though the politinadisease, and the success of the union
cal battle will end next November, keep up this tight throughout the
With Ues Moines.
Score
R. H. E. this campaign for the birds will be tion. I believe this work will eventu- printers home In his city.
Ds Moines ...000 000 000 0 4 2 ceaselessly cnrrled to every American ally be adopted as one of the governManufacturer of
7 10
cltlxeii until eventually the federal and ment's most essential activities; but. MRS, DUKE DEFENDANT
010 800 00
Pueblo
BANK, OFFICE, STORE
patriotic
on
all
we
shall call
Batteries: Olmslend and Welgart; state governments shall establish ba- until It Is.
and
IN SWINDLING CHARGE
rí a us to adequately meet the national Americans to help us (111 the breach
.lames and HIM.
BAR FIXTURES.
and struggle with the grave problem
need for economic bird preservation
METAL
SODA FOUNTAINS,
Seven able ornithologists have been which, aside from sentiment. Is of InDenver :t: slou City 2.
IT'HNITI'RE. ele.
Chicago,
L.
Aug.
11.
Alice
Mrs.
Importance."
divieconomic
tense
Denver, Aug. 11. A batting rally today assigned to cover as ninny
Send for Catalogue.
Webb, former Wife of Uro, lie I, Duke,
sions of the whole country and cstuh-llsIn the ninth Inning gave Denver tosat
the
millionaire
tobacco
dealer,
local headquarters In this uniqu
day's game.
FAMOUS SCIENTIST
garbed from head to foot In black toSenri
R. H. E. cimpalgn for the national fi athereil
day In Julge Kersten's court while a Agent for BrunswIck-Bnlko-t'oa
of
810.000
cost
At
constant
a
000 O00 0123 9 3 life.
Denver
TO ATTEND CONGRESS Jury was selected to try her on n
lender Company
be
will
Sioux City ....200 000 0002 8 i yeer these trained workers
BILLIARD and POOL TABLES.
charge of defrauding the Great North-e- i
Butteries: Adams and McDonoiigh; kept on tour till every community in
BOWLING ALLEYS and
n hotel out of $50 by means of a
the land has had the opportunity to Dr. Kuril lo Represent Germany in
Oruteher, McKay and Shea.
SUPPLIES.
worthless check.
hear the story of the dying birds and
Plague.
Discussion of White
Two colored men In the venire were
crops
which
their
lives
and
to
the loss
AMERICAN
ASSOCIATION.
dismissed for service on the Jury at n
decrease threatens. Funds to inereas"
of Mrs. Wehb to her attorney thnt
At SI Paul: St. Paul I; IndianapWashington. Aug. 11 Dr. Robert hint
this campaigning force will be sought
they might be proju Heed against her
oils 3.
from every man, woman and child In Koch, the distinguished
selrmun
At
Minneapolis 2; the country who cares for the birds Or entlst. the discoverer of fíe tubérculo because ítte is a southern woman.
Minneapolis
Mrs. Webb's defense is that she did
agriculrjoslcvlIKi a.
In
the
at
a
stake
dollar
has
baccillls and of the cholera germ, will not know the check was worthless.
Co0
which
At Milwaukee: Milwaukee
tural and commercial Interests,
attend the International congress to
M. P. Pnrrish, clerk In the Comluinbus ?,
they alone Can guard from destruc- be held In Washington In September
mercial National bank of Nacogdoches,
To tion.. While only nbout a thousan
At Kansas City! Kansas City
as nn official representative of the Texas, on which Institution Mrs. Webh
ledo 9.
members today help the National
Ccrman government. Dr. Koch Is at It Is alleged drew h check for $50, tesBoarding and Day School
of Audubon societies to present in Japan and will stop In tified
that Mrs. Webb hud no account
Texns Roads Must Answer.
maintain scores of reservations, un Washington on his way back to GerFor Younp Ladies
at the bank.
Washington, Aug. ll.VFonnal no- armv of wardens, a small lleet of pit many. About a year ago Dr. Koch
n broker, the first
Giles,
W.
Leonard
and Misses.
rol boats and a staff of education,! went to Uganda under the auspices of
tice was served lute today by the Inwitness for the defense, told of visitterstate commerce commission upon workers, It in believed that, when th"o the Oerman government to make a ing Mrs. Webb In her room and of
In charge of Sisters of
special study of the African disease drawing up the
(the railroads of the
southwestern present emergency Is brought horn-tcheck at her request
Charity. For particulars,
the nation, many thousands will en- known as the "sleeping sickness." (in There were several
territory to unswer within the next
check books on
his return lo dermuny. In recognition
fifteen days the complaint filed with list In the movement.
Sister Superior,
address
the table,
witness said, nnd he
"Save the birds w'ho save our lives of his services, the German emperor took up the the
the commission yesterday against an
one
handy
first
came
New York Ave.,
and
that
Sixth
and crops." Is to be the watchword of conferred upon him the title of "ex- and drew the note.
Increase of freight rates In Texas.
is
campaign
which
a
new
cellency,"
which
national
the
admits
Albuquerque, New Mex- title
the
being launched at Audubon headquar- holder to the privy council of the
Try a Morning Journal Want! ters here today. The prediction of empire.
Journal Want Ads Get Results
sented a patched up Infield today
which went to pieces In the sixth and
Chicago won easily, 6 to 1.
--
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Great Temptation Sale
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City Scavenger

Special
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69c Yard

PHONE 540

1

inve:-tlgat-

MAJOR LEAGUE

J. P. Paulson
and

1

OF TIIK TEAMS

National
Wun. Lout. P.C,

Pittsburg

61

New York

59

Chicago.
Philadelphia
Cincinnati
Boston
Brooklyn

6"

38
39
42

52
51

3

52
55
6o
68

45.

37
33

St. Louis

American 1cnguc.

New

42

..Ml 2

45

.III

49

54

45

n

SI
88

33

Won

'.
City

SIoujc

Lincoln.
Denver.
Pueblo

.

.

.

.

.

.84'
AS

58
55
46
38

,
.

Des Moines

.333

I

47

.

.iii

57
58

Western I, canoe.
Omaha.

.002
.576
.547
.495
.450

r.c
Iist
39
.814

....38

York

.CI 6

2

Won.

Detroit
St. Louis
Cleveland
Chicago
Boston
Philadelphia.
Washington

.563
.476
.475
.390
.327

Dost P.P
42
46
50
56
60
70

.1,04

l-

Attorney at I .aw
Office in First National Bank building
Albuquerque,

ST. VINCENT'S

ChloHRO 4: New York fj.
New York. Aug. 11. In the expecbetation of seeing n double-heade- r
tween the Chlcugo Cubs and the New
York (Hants today, over 30,000 base-ba-

ACADEMY

I

--

N. M.

PHYSICIANS AND KtROr.ONS.
R. L. HUST

Physician and Sorgeon
0 a ml 8, N T. Armijo build- tng, Albuquerque, N. M.
DRS. SHADRAt'H ft THLL
Practice Limited
Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat
Oculist and Aurlst for Santa Fe Coast
uince Míate National liann
B'illdlng. Hours: 9 to 12 a. in.: 1:80
to 5 p. m.
Rooms

IIOM EOPATHS.
DRü. BRONSON

ft BHONSON

Homeopathic
Physicians and Surgeons.
Over Vann's Drug Store. Phones: Office É28: residence, 1059. Albuquerque, N. M.
DENTISTS.
DR. J. E. KRAFT
Dentul Surgeon.

Rooms

8,

Barnett building.

Plmoa

744. Appointments made bv mall.
CHAS. A. ELLE it
Dentist.
Room 14 N. T. Arfitljo Bldg.

Phones

889

and

102V

Nw

A

buiierqua,

Mexico.
Engagements Made hy Mall.
C. E

K

ELSE Y

Dentist
Whiting Bldg.. over Vann's
Drug Store Albuquerque, N. M.

Office:

ASSAYERS.
W. JENKH

-

Assayer.

;

I

.578
.537
.449
.434
,111

LEAGUE.

NATIONAL

R. W. D. BRYAN

e

i

I

W. WILSON

Attorney at Law
Collections Made. New State National
Bank Bldg , Albuquerque, N. M.

Company

200 yards fine Black Taffeta Silk, 36 inches wide,
on sale at

STANDING

JOHN

Mining und Metallurgical Engineer.
60 West Fruit uVrnue, PostoRlce Bog
178, or nt office of F. H Kent,
113 South Third street.
CIVIL ENGINEERS.
PITT ROSS
County Surveyor.
Attorney before U. S. Land Department. Land Scrip for sale. Civil
engineering. Gold avenue, opposite
Morning Jonrnul office.
Beginning today hacks will be furnished by Oakev's hack line at all
hours of the day and night. Prompt
Telephone
and satisfactory service.
tt
195 or 198.

ll

enthusiast; passed through the
gates before 2 o'clock and over 2.000
more were on the outside as the
closed the entrance.
The
stands and the bleachers were crowded and the overflow Jumped over the
Held and formed a fringe a dozen deep
all around the enclosure, making
ground rules necessary, the limit of
u hit Into the crowd being two bases.
During the third Inning n squall
struck the grounds and this was followed by a severe thunder and
The teams played through six
Innings, but In the llrst half of the
seventh 1'mplre O'Day called the
game with the score 4 to 0 in favor
of Chicago. There was a wild scramble for shelter by those In the field
and on the open stands, and ulthough
none of the Metropolitan policemen
were In evidence the players of both
teams appealed to the people and
managed to keep them orderly until
the second game was declared off on
ii
of the storm.
R. M. R
Sron
7
Q
4
020 002
Chicago
man-ugeme- nt

This Mark Stands fori

SPECIAL
Rl'.SHINGS.
looking. stylish
Cool
Neck Rushlngs, with colored edge, 6 yards to box,
all colors. Worth 66c.
Special, per box-NECK

I

THE ECONOMIST
ALBUQUERQUE'S EXCLUSIVE DRV OOOÜS HOUSE.

Ne

000

York

Pfelster
Batteries:
Wiltse and Bresnahan.

0000
ami

2

2

Kling:

Pltlslnirg -: Philadelphia 0.
Philadelphia. Aug. 11. The latter
part of today's game was played In
the rain nnd play was once slopped
for nearly half, an hour.

I

II

oi Integrity.

Md"e

EXTRA SPECIAL
in Infants' Wear

.

R. H

Score

E.

1
7
2
Olio 000 20
Boston
"oil ooo ooo 0 6 2
it. Louis
Batteries: Tuckey and Graham;
Karger and Bliss.

AMERICAN LEAGUE.
at Cleveland.
Dl'ldci. Double-Heade- r
phlladelpbli'
11.
Cleveland. Aug.
on the first game I to 1 nnd CV
land the second 8 to 4 The home
team had two pitchers knocked out,
Fulkenburg In the first and Ueregcr In
the second.
Hirst

irame-ITelsnd- .
.

.

Philadelphia.

R. H F
4
2
.100 000 0001
ill 300 100 -- 11 0
I

Batteries: Falkenburg,

Foster

nnd

Clarke;

Bchreck.
stecond game

l.elbhnrdt.
and

Vlckers

R. H

K.

1
8 IS
112 000 02
Cleveland
Philadelphia. . 200 000 2004 1.'
nn''
Berger. Rhoad.s
Batteries:
Clarke: Vk Iters, Dygert, Plank and

Nchreck.

Chicago tit
Chi, ago, Aug.

ik I.
Toik pr,

PHONE ORDERS FILLED PROMPTLY.

EXCLl 3IK1.I
FILLED PROMPTLY.

GARMENTS)

REA

MAIL ORDERS

Choice

25c

Mde

of Inteerrm

B

II

The first week of the daily sales at THE ECONOMIST has passed and the results have even exceeded expectations. The week has been a mighty busy one ánd as promised each day has seen some extraordinary bargain displayed in our show windows. As stated then we are fully determined that summer merchandise must move and the
coming week shall see even greater bargains displayed at THE ECONOMIST. We are already receiving results M)m our eastern buyers and if the goods now arriving are but
a sample of what is to come, the season approaching shall set an epoch for beautiful and bewildering styles. Each day heralds the arrival of the newest and the latest offerings, spurring us on to make still deeper cuts on all summer merchandise, to make the room necessary for the new arrivals. During the coming week we will place on
daily sale as shown by our spacious show windows Wash Suits, Wash Skirts, Wash Materials of all descriptions, Parasols, Silks, etc. In fact, every class of merchandise
pertaining to the season's wear, at prices lower than the very lowest.

Pittsburg.
...00u 010 040 5 6 0
010 000 000 1 I 8
Philadelphia.
ami
Gibson
Maddux.
Batteries:
Phelps; Sparks, Muren and Dooln.
Boston 2: si. I mi Is 0.
Poston, Aug. lt. -- Tuckey, Boston's
new southpaw, pitched bis first game
today and shut out St. Louis t to o.

GOODS, MILLINKHY AND WOMAN'S

a limited quantity of Infants' lace and embroidery
til mined lawn cups, worth

SPECIAL! SPECIAL! SPECIAL! SPECIAL!

R. H. E.

Score

35c

0H

INFANT GAPS

up to $1.2f.

,

ruin-stor-

SPECIAL

Tills Mark Stands for

SPE4TAL HALE of the largest and most complete assortment
Every Garment is deIn the city.
cidedly high class from machine to labórate hand made, and the
prices are without question the lowest ever quoted. We will not attempt to describe the beauty of workmanship or the daintiness of
materials, but you will be repaid by. a visit to tills section to see for
yourself. Our entire stock of Infants' Wear has been divided Into
lots or your easy choosing and they have been listed at practically
half their former prices. Long and short coal, long und short drees,
sscques and kimonas, and In fact, everything that pertains to Infants'
Wear. We ask for comparison of prices.
Lot 8 go at 49c
Lot 2 go at 38c.
Lot 1 go at 29c.
Lot 8 go at 81.19
Lot 4 go at 89c.
Lot ., go at 8!lc.
Lot 9 go at 81 98
Lot 7 go at 81.8.
Lot 8 go nt 11.79.
Lot 12 go at 83.75
Lot 10 go at 82. 2B
Lot 11 go at 82.78
of

Infants' Wear ever shown

CLEARANCE of CHIFFON VEILS
81.25, 81 50 and 82.00 Values. DHr.
dainty medley of Hummer Pluftlness. Chiffon Veils in all the
alluring shades, ss well as sensible dsrk ones. Some are dotted
embroidered. Some show the liny
that frame the
That very
lound In coquetry.. What an ullurlng
ry likely
you thought you couldn't afford a few weeks back Is
you don't delay.
now to be hnd at a bargaln--l- f

A

light
some
fa,

style
here

edge-ruffl-

i!

Watch Our

Show Windows

OUR BETTER WAISTS
REDUCED
ONE-HAL- F
All of our better Lingerie Waists,
now selling at 82.50, $3.50. $5.00,
$6.50 and $8.50 are placed on sale

i

F
regardless at Just about
their price. This Is an exceptional opportunity to secure an
exclusive style for the price of an
ordinary waist. Beautiful and exquisitely made Waists.
About
HALF PRICE.
I
ONE-HAL-

Wednesday Special
MILLINERY

MILLINERY

Ladies Hats worth up to $15.00, Special $2.48.
At the above price many women can afford to indulge in a change of headger, and the trimmings, at the
end of the season, will be worth all the hat has cost.

Linen Collars
A large lot of Boys' Llnan Collara,
all styles and sises. Special So web

WATCH OUR SHOW WINDOWS
tarn m.uMiMisi

t

I ft,

Í90H.V

J
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'daughter a

few days ago.
sr io I car ..ill' Pants.
BOUNDARY LINE IS "Cherries all gone. No use to tear WRIGHT MAKES HIT
your pantn climbing
through
the
oarli fence until the pears are ripe."
C W iiethel, ranch and orchard
owner in Lincoln county. Wash., west
WIPED OUT III
III FRANC E
.of S.mkatie. has signs with the
foregoing words along the fence of
his cherry orchard.
Mr Bethel had
been troubled by boys und men
NORTHWEST
climbing into the tree. hihI breaking Daring Flying Machine Man
'off the limbs in their anxiety to get
Demonstiates His Perfect
Th.signs ait his way
the cherries
of keeping them out. On being asked
Control Over Device Amid
by a minister w hy he chose that way
SPOKANE'S TIMELY AID
insteHd of appealing
to the usual
Plaudits of Throng.
TO STRICKEN FERNIE in. i hods used III such cases the ranch
owner said:
Br Morning Journal SMml Imité Wire. I
r that w hen I was
Strange Mystery of Swamp .a "Well
Lemans, France, Aug. 11. This
boy I stole cherries and wouldn't
any
one
me
have
evening
to
liked
had
Wilbur Wright, of Dayton, O,
have
All
Records for Young
Lake;
I
never destroyed any made the longest and most successful
arrested.
Parents Broken; Novel Plan thing, and now don'tI care so much flight of the series of aeroplane trial
do for having
for the cherries as
which he Is conducting here, remainof Orchardist.
the trees broken down.'
ing in the air three minutes, forty-fou- r
"Huilil Now," Campasga On.
IHpraiul (wrrr ponarnre M,.m.n
Journal.
Manufacturing. Jobbing and retail seconds Tin- machine Circled the field
Spokane. Wash.. Aug. 9. Bankers, lumber concerns in Spokane started thr.-times at the rote of thirty-si- x
.111.1
bt sni.
professional men In .ill their "Build Now" cumpaign with a miles., an hour, on passing n grand
lines formed a relief committee un- parade through the principal streets stand Mi Wright gracefully descendder the direction of J B. Phillips, of the city. There weie six divisions ed until within speaking distance a)
acting mayor. iind F K. Goodall, tinder the direction of E. F. Cartler the spectator! who wildly applaud. !
president of the Spokane chamber van DkkWtli grand marshal, anil sev- his exhibition of mastery over th.
following tht receipt er, il hundred vehicles carrying lum- aeroplane after which he soared like a
of
of he tlrst dispatch from Fernle, EL ber product, several tfOSM gaily dec- bird to new heights and continued his
(J., which was xw.pl by (Ire August orated automobile und a band were Might until rcnchlng the starting point,
1. and ihe ilrst triiln north carried a In line. After the parade there was an where he finally gently landed.
car of provisions, clothing and tents, old fashioned bus. ball game between
und the retailers, FRENCH ENTHUSIASTIC
W. D. Finley. assistant secretary of the manufacturers
the chamber of commerce, who ac- with twenty men on each side. After
ADMIRERS OF IMBRICAM
companied the car. cHrrled with him playing two Innings the timber barParis. Aug. Hi The French press,
sufficient funds to relieve the Imme- ons turned the Held over to the regu- and the aeronautic experts
g
diate needs, aint this was followed lar teams. A basket picnic followed
tinWright Brothers' aeroat
a
Natatorium
park,
where
series plane, devote much space to picturing
by the
by ti "'ill sent
committee.
by the com- oi special attractions wan offered by with French art the personality of
Funds are being ran-eThe keynote af the Wilbur Wright.
mittee at the rate of 11,006 a day, the
and .ire being expended for food and "build now " campaign is that "lum"This man," says Francois Raichel
again as In the Figuro, "Is strange and cold,
clothing, in addition to which pro- ber will never be us cln-aIt
Is
were
now."
There
of
hundreds
visions and other supplies arc being
but of a coldness
is smiling and
-- iit
placards carrying the slogan, "Hulld sympathetic. He Isthat
t.. Crapbrook, H. (.'., the
tall, thin, severe
point, on every train which Now." As a result it Is believed the a man that Is tempered Ilk.- Steel, The
The Spokane car building industry will be boosted and coiinlenaiice is remarkable, curious,
RMM the bord.-r- .
was the ilrst to reach Cranbrook. the in this way help the lumber business. the head, that of a bird, long and
officials of which are directing the Spokane erected $0,000,000 worth of bony and with a long nose. The face
structures in 190T, and It is expected Is smooth shaven and tanned by the
work of eating for tin several tliuu-silrefugees flocking Into the city to eclipse that murk ut least -- 0 per wind and the country sun. The eye
from the dlsiiicts north and east. cent this year.
is a superb blue, with tints of gold,
Tombstone Man uiidldalc.
The international boundary line has
resolute and Intelligent. Those
James
Uurkin,
president,
railroad
be.ii obliterated by the ready and
golilen glintH bespeak an ardent Manic
generous response In which the towns wealthy saloon keeper and tempers Cor Wilbur Wright is a fanatic."
and cities in the Inland Empire, the atice adv. "ate, who Some ilme ago
Mr. Wright's method
of getting
consld. ruble notoriety by away on a start while not appealing
Northwest and the border united to gained
give aid to the stricken city of Fer- .erecting his own tombstone in Greento the experts as the most practical
ule, which has little left except it wood cemetery, has filed his declarasolution of the probl.-of launching
name and 6.000 homeless men, wom- tion as u candidate for governor on his machine pleases the French
en und children
Freak milk, bread the democratic ticket In the primary
sense.
:.nd other food supplies are
being election. Sept. X. Regarding his plat"He is launched into spiUe." writes
out of Spokane daily, the run of form, he said It w ill declare u hut he one crltl. "and there Is nothing run
111 miles being made in record time will do If elected and not What the stop him.
He either tiles or falls.
.... r the Spokane international line, putty wants him to do. "It Is not a
of this moment gives one a
the president of who h, D. C. Corbin as. or titling a collar to a yellow-dog.- quiver Of anguish like that experienced
he added.
"My platform will at the sight of a cyclist Jumping an
of Spokane, having issued orders to
furnish can. and transportation for be radical, anything except the con- abyss or looping the loop."
I've looked ov.-al) supplies free of charge.
He has ventional.
the list
As evidence of the interest that Is
m being
also arranged with th. custom collec- of candidates and I've decided
taken in Mr. Wright's experitors fur the entrance
of all relief as good as any of the others and will ments, a crowd of 3,000 persons, insupplies without duty. It is expected make as jjood a governor.'
cluding many women, patiently waited
that the relief work will be continued
throughout the (lay until he should deseveral weeks.
cide to take out his machine lor a snll.
MjraWry or Swamp i.ake.
The aeroplane soared down the
OF CARL ourse
Spokane. Wash.. Aug. 9. Hubert FUNERAL
and then abruptly, almost reckS. Fulton, a rancher living near Eter
lessly swooped and turned and came
nngton, Wash., fifty-tw- o
miles southmajestically down the Meld following
west of Spokane, reports fine of the
th. linea nl' (reea, alter wtvich It
most
remarkable phenomena that
TODAY
to the front
of the grand
has ever mystified the people of l,ln- stand. With admirable ease und preIn
oln county
the discovery of
cision, tin- geroplana here descended
swamp Mike, Which is now as dark
to a lower lev.-lseemingly to drop
at night twenty-fou- r
hours of t to- Many Albuquerque Friends of Ihe spectators a polite aerial courtesy.
day, and one day after another
The
Tin- it rose again and resumed Its trip,
air Is prefectly dry. but from la to
Popular Young Man Will describing zigzags her.- and there un2S degrees cooler than In the sunIt completed three circles of the
Gather to Pay Last Token' til
shine. Fulton recently traveled with
course. Finally it came to the erxinnrl
a
team along tin shore uf
at th.- starting point und Mr. Wright
of Respect iu the Dead,- the lake and was In utter darkness
Bgaltl was received
with applause.
n
of a
for more than
There was scarcely a vestige of breeze
I
It
I
fog,
He
was
hough
,i
mile
and.
The funeral of the late fori
whll. the Might was taking place.
an the horses did not take fright, he
formerly of this city, who diet)
After the demonstration Mr. Wright
did not become alarmed, but his lit- as the result of injuries sustained said to the
Associated Prms:
and while at work as switchman In the!
tle daughter wol
"My idea Is to make longer and
covers yards at Blsbee. Ariz., will be held possibly higher flights dally.
The darkness
cried loudly.
1
am
the lake, which is a vast swamp, and it .1 o'clock this afternoon from the feeling out my machine."
ext. nds from 80 to 00 feet out from residence, 415
avenue! Among the spectators today was J.
Iron
East
Many theories have been Itc. W. S, Marsh, pastor of the Con-- 1
the shor.'. McCoy,
the
American aeronaut,
advanced by students of natural phe- gregattonal church, will conduct th. who was enthusiastic
over the pernomena and experts, but the majori- services. The pul bearers will he formance.
ty of people who visited the lake, Robert
Archer. Ward Anderson,!
returned non plused and mystified. ijeorge
Powers,
Goss.
t'hester
All the natural conditions appear In Thomas Hughes and dtiy lingers. TRIO C0NVIC1TD OF
I. normal. except that It Is dark, The burlnl will take place In Kali-vi- ew
MURDER CONSPIRACY
and then is light
cemetery. The body of the de-- (
Iterant for Young Parents BrOketL ceased will He In stnte at the home.;
Record' for young parents, grand- from 2 to 3 o'clock. The remains urej Chicago.
11.
Aug.
Moses
D.
no expected to arrive from the south on
parents and great grandparents,
Brown, the oldest practicing attorfir us the Suokane country and the No 10, this morning. Further details ney in Chicago;
Austin F. Kelly and
rroihwest are concerned, were brok-- of the manner In which Mr. Holman Ruth E .M,aughlin, charged with
wh.-a girl baby arrived at the met his injuries show that he caught
conspiracy to murder Annie M.
home of Frank Perry and wife at his foot In a frog and fell as he wasi
were found guilty by a Jury In
Fendleton. ore., south of Spokane, running to catch his engine, breaking! .ludge Windc'
Kelly
court lodny.
Mrs. Perry Is 18 years of age, her his leg by the force of the fall and
and Miss McLaughlin were sentenced
grandMrs.
Is
Elgin,
a
Grant
mother.
fracturing his skull on the rail.
to indefinite terms In the penitenmother at 31. and Mrs. H. R. Nell,
tiary while the aged lawyer, who It
mother of Mfs. Elgin, Is a great
was said had
led by the others,
grandmother al 01 years H. R. Nell, NEVADA MINING TOWN
with a fine of $1,000.
WIPED OUT BY FLAMES escaped
who is a prosperous wheat grower of
McMiss
Mrs. N'olnin
secured
sixty-fou- r
summers, lives on a farm
Laughlin as nurse. She deeded her
tlve miles ni.rthenst of Pendleton. He
a property to
Ely. Xev.. Aug. 11. Reldtown.
her nurse, to go to the
wedded Miss Susie
Coffin In 1870 mining town located nine mlb-from latter at the owners death.
Then
The next year a dnughler was born Ely with a population of about 800 the
In
consnlrHcy,
the change
delo thetn and to her was given the people, was almost completely
ownership of the estnte was formed
name of Emma. In 1001, at the nge stroyed by Are last night. The tire and nolson In small
doses was admin
..t i trifle less than
fifteen. Kmma started In a saloon by the explosion tert4 to the patient. When the
Veil became Mrs. Grunt Klgln. and of a lamp
was
were made, Mrs.
Nolaln
In t92 she gave birth to a daughter.
A conservative estimate of the loss
alive but very III. She Is now in
This child was christened Retha. In Is $100.000, which Is total, as there still
a sanitarium.
J 907, or
one building own-aat the age of If yetirs. was no Insurance
Rcih.i became the wife of Frank
by W. J. Story was valued at
sunsoy jog spy jubm IBUjnof
perry, to whom she presented a
Mi I
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FIELÜ DISTRICTS

,

-

OF

QÉ

HELP WANTED

Male

Plans For Forest Headquarters WANTED High grane man to fill of
fice, mercantile and technical pol
In the southwest.
Southwestern
Through Out West Are Being Mons
Busineaa Association, 201 E. Central
M. Fbone
Albuquerque,
N.
avenue.
Rapidly Worked Out in De- 267.
tf
tail by. Bureau,
Female
HELP WANTED
(Forest Service Bulletin.)
Plans for tne lorest service field
headquarter which are oon to be established In the west are being rapidl-l- y
worked out in detail. Each headquarters will be modeled after the
Washington office. In all there will
be six district headquarters, one located at each of the present InspecPortland,
tion district headquarters
Snn Francisco, Albuquerque, Salt Lake,
Denver and Missoula, Mont., or some
other points equally well or better located for the purpose.
At th,- head Of each office there will
be a district forester and an assistant
district forester. I'nder these will be
experts in charge of the various lines
of work. A chief of grazing will
A chief
f
of range matters.
products will handle the preservati.e
treatment of timber and strength tests
and study market conditions. A chl, f
of lands will look after such matters
f
as land examinations. The office
lands deals with questions Involving
the validity of claims asserted under
the public land laws; applications for
special use of the resources of the
forests; changes in boundaries
f
uf forests, and the
examination
of
lands aoDlled for under tin- aet
June 11, IpOf. for agricultural setlla- ge

hav-hnr-

i

ul

i

igriculturc than for timber, and if it
its listing as open
In the case of claims
any
the service ascertains whether
acts exist which seem to show that
the claim is not a legal one, in order
that national forest land may not be
Unlawfully taken up. But It rests always with the land office of the Interior department to decide whether
the title should or should not be granted. The branch of lands in the district forest service organization does
not mean any new assumption of land
luslness.
There will also be In each district
chief of silviculture, who will have
charge of timber sales, planting and
tllvleal experimenta, ami a chief of operation. The latter will supervise the
personnel of the forests; the permanent Improvement work, through an
nglneer In charge; the accounts of
the district, Including receipts, disbursements Ifcad bookkeeping, which
will be dlrertly supervised by an expert accountant; and the routine business of the district.
the
In each of the lines of work
management will be in the hands oi
a man who is a specialist and who has
had thorough experience both In th
The forwest and dm Washington
esters and clerks at each district
heAdquartari will number about fifty.
field
The establishment of these
llstricts will bring the service Into
more immediate touch with the public.
It Is merely the completion of
the movement, started some time ago,
as
io have the forests administered
far as possible by men actually on the
ground.
The change will not affect the Investigative work of the service, which
will center, ns hitherto. In Washington. Mr. Plnchot is expected soon to
name the men who will fill the various positions.
i

Forest Fires In Washington.
Spokane. Wash. Aug. 11. The
forest tires in the Lake Coeur d'Alene
country, thirty miles east of Spokane,
to be under
which were supposed
control a few days ago, huve taken
a fresh start and the heuvy w inds
are spreading them In all direction,
The large timber owners are sending
the
all the men poaalble to flgtlt

es

y.
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WANTEDSaJe

saTesaienOCnt?'

Boarders.

WANTED

SANITORIUM, Rosedale Place, located on Lockhart ranch, near Indian
school. Under management of graduate nurses. Rates reasonable. Mlss-e- s
Moorman and Bartlett, phone 1176.
WANTED Boarders by the day at
412 South Broadway.
Ladies preferred,
tf
WANTED Boarders
Trimble's
at
Ranch, mouth of Tijeras Canon.
Mrs. C. E. Bonsall

Miscellaneous.

JVANTED

to repalr. Joa" Richards' Cigar Store.
tf

WANTED-Plp- es

WANTED.
WANTED To buy men's secondhand clothes of all kinds In good
shape. Highest prices paid In cash.
SenJ postal. We will call. H. Frank,
121 North TJvtnl street, phone 882.

SODA FOUNTAINS
bargain to offer In
both new and second hand soda founEasy
tains for Immediate shipment.
monthly payments. Write or phone
for our attractive proposition.
The
Grosman company, Dallas. Texas.
We have several

PERSONAL
will be back at his
office from Europe September 16,

DR. NACAMUL1
i 90S

EXCELLENT ROOM AND
BOARD.

$4.00 Per Week and Up.
110 East Coal Avenue.

L.

EL

Folds

REAL ESTATE and RENTING AGENT.
20B

V.

Gold ave.
Phone
910,000 TO LOAN

OX

Ki:L

HIM)

FOR SALE
New

Ave.

bún-

galo, $2,8r.0.00. Eurv terms.
South
Kdith
modern
brlek, Í2.650.00. K:ny terms.
South Walter New
frume,
Jl.6tl0.00.
FOR ItKNT.
2, S, 4, 5, 6, and 8 room houses,
Some nice furnished rooms und
furnished houses.

Simpler - Clark
Shoe Co.
ni;xt to womomon.

There is no need of anyone suffering long with this disease, for to
effect a quick cure it is only necessary to take a few doses of

Chamberlain's Colic. Cholera
and Diarrhoea Remedy

SWEET and
SOUR
PICKLES
IN BULK
JUST IN

It never fails and can be
upon
in
relied
the most severe and dangerous cases. It is equally
valuable for children and is the means of saving the lives of many
hiWrftn each vear. In thr. world's histnrv no mHtrini has rvr mcl
4
with greater success. Price 25 cents. Large size 60 cents.

s,
household goods,
FOR SALE
Real Estate.
etc.. stored and packed safely at
Phone 640. The FOR SALE Two cottages, corner of
reasonable rates.
Security Warehouse ft Improvement
Third and Mountain Road. $2,000.
Co. Offices, Rooms t and 4, Grant FOR
e.
5 room modern
frame
Ave.
Central
Block. Third Ltreet and
full Blze lot, ' cement
walks, $150.00 cash and
$30.00
a
will buy this. Why pay rent?
'
l"2 month
Elder, 9 Armljo Building.
al3
FOR
SALE One of the finest 6 room
TRY
modern up to date residences in the
city, In Al location.
$1800,00 will
TO MAKE IT
buy eciuity. Elder, 9 Armljo Building.
FOR SALE A snap for quick sale.
CASH
$1500.00 will buy a 5 room and
bath modern frame cottage close in.
ON
About $750.00 will handle this.
Owner, P. O. Box 153.
tf
ch!
THESE SMALL
FOR SA I.E 1 0 acre""-ran100
under ditch at Dayton, N. M. $1,200
ADS.
55
acre ranch under ditch, 14
acres In alfalfa, and 1,000 fruit trees.
$5,500. One story brick building. 4
S
rooms in central part of town, $2,200.
3 room frame house, lot 155x142 with
well, good location, $1,700.
K
Miscellaneous.
FOR SALE
WISE & SON.
FOR SALE Good, gentle horse, dou201 E. Central.
ble harness, express wagon. G21 W.
Silver.
FOR RENT
Dwellings.
FOR SALE All kinds of House hold
furniture.
Futrelle Furniture Co., FOR RENT Six room brick house.
tf
west end of viaduct.
modern. Close In. Inaulra E. B.
FOR SALE Household goods of iRooth.
tf
every description at 200 S. Broad FOR RENT
and bath flats,
way.
and six rooms and bath: houses
FOR SALE A brand new protecto-grap- h new and modern, with hot water heat
Apply to
of the kind recently repre- and gas ranges in kitchens'.
sented here in the city. Taken from A. W. Anson, 815 North 4th St.
the agent in exchange for services, FOR RENT New three room coÑ
with the intention of selling It. Will
tage, furnished for housekeeping.
be sold 'much under price.
Call at 1022 South Walter street.
tf
the Journal office.
FOR RENT 2, 3, 4 and
FOR SALE A heavy Gould force
houses, furnished or unfurnished.
pump, with cylinder , handle and W. V. Futrelle. 51)1' S. Seecond.
tf
pulleys for power. Used very little. FOR RENT Four room house: wat
California,
A Vlsalla,
Steel fork
er paid. 1018 N. Second; $1S.B0.
stock saddle and bridle. Good as new. FOR RENT One 6 room
house mod
B09
West Fruit
P. O. Box 173, or
em, at 608 South Fourth street. In
avenue, city.
fluiré at 221 West Copper ave.
tf
FOR SALE Poland china pigs. John FOR RENT One 5 7 room' house at
a25
Mann.
310 West Baca ave. Inquire at 221
Bain farm wagon West Copper ave.
FOR SALE A 2
tf
In first class' condition.
Also Con- FOR RENT Five and seven room
cord team harness. Inquire Harwood
modern cottages, close In. Paul
Hoys school. North Fourth st.
tf Tcutsch, 3 and 4. Grand Building, tf
FOR SALE rLadles' ticket to Dent- FOR RENT One G rooni house
ing. Address J. E. M., care Journal.
modern at 608 South Fourth street.
FOR SALE Good saddle anil driving Inquire at 221 West Copper Ave.
horse. Apply 502 S. Third st. al4 FOR RENT One 5 room house at
310 West Baca Ave. Inquire at 221
FOR SALE Family horse, can be West Copper
Ave.
seen at Patterson's livery stable,
313 West Silver ave.
al7
FOR SALE OR TRADE.
FOR SALE Northern
runabout In
fine shape at nbout half cost. Will
Address FOR SALE OR TRADE A good
automobile.
demonstrate
mountain wagon at Morgan's, 20$
Box 3H7. Santa Fe, N. M.
E. Central.
jj7
SALE-resldenc-
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Alto for the celebrated DR. REKD'8
( I SIMON MUD SHOE for WOMEN.
We announce tin' nrrlvitl of it new and
large Ntock of Men's. I.ailbv ho. ChilNONE HKTTKK.
dren's
QUALITY out motto.
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FOR RENT

Miscellaneous

FOR RENT New rooming house of
NOTIC i:.
1
rooms, located on First street.
Will be completed about August 16.
Road Tax Now Due.
Mrs.
The law requires 6Very able bodied Tijeras.William Hart, corner Hill and
oí
man, between the ages of twenty-on- e
and sixty years, to annually pay a I'OR RENT For ball purposes, In the
new Futrelle hiiilillnir
Wa.
road tax of three dollars or. In lieu Viaduct,
roóms 50 and B8.
of such sum, to lubur on the public-roathree daya. Sec. 3, Cahpter 53,
Acts of the 37th Legislative Assembly.
POOL & BILLIARD TABLES
The supervisor of Road District No. FOR SÁ LE Anti-trupool and bil
3, comprising Precincts Nos. 12 and
liard tables, supplies and bar fix
26, which precincts Include the City
tures. Sold on tasy payments. Cata
of Albuquerque, accepts the office logues free. Charles
Possow & Sons,
without compensation and Is devoting P. O. Box 1084.
Dallas. Taxas.
time and energy to the discharge of
the duties of the office to the end
that proper use be made of the road
LOST
fund and that we have good roads. LOST Front of voting
nlace on
The character of roads to be built
North Second street, gentleman's
and the line of work are determined gold Hunting
case watch; finder re
by the Good Roads Association.
turn to 209
r- Mr. S. M. Porterfield Is authorized celve reward.North Second St. and
to receive payment of the road tax
and for the convenience of the publl; LOST Pair of gold rimmed glasses"
return to Journal Office for re.
will make calls when he can do so or
payment CAn be made at Porterfleld ward.
and Co., 216 West Gold avenue. The
law will be strictly enforced.
FOUND
W. H. GILLENWATER,
FOUND Jersey heifer. Inquire 1405
Supervisor.
W. Roma.
,i

FOR Pl'Bldt ATION.

Department of the Interior, U. 8.
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.,
August 4th. 1908.
Notice Is hereby given that Federico Otero, of Bernalillo county, who.
on Dec. 17th. 1906, made Homestead
Application. No. 10406 (0609) for lot
12, Section 20. Township 11 v. Range
fi E., N. M
P. Meridian. ha filed no
tice of Intention to make Final Com
mutation Proof, to establish claim to
the land above described, before U
S. Court Commissioner, at Albuquer
que, N. M, on the 17th day of Sep
tember, 190.
Claimant names as witnesses: Juan
Otero, of Albuquerque, N. M.; Celso
Garcia, of Albuquerque, N. M.; Juan
Gutierre, of Albuquerque, N. M.;
Mnnuel Rael, of Albuquerque, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.

I

T.N. Linville

--

I"1

FINE

In tact, in most cases one dose is sufficient

F0R R E NTRooms.
FOR RENT a nice Toom with modern convenience. ..Iaquir 608 W.
Sliver, or phone H3Í. :
tf
FOR RENT Room at 421 North tb
No sick.
FOR RENT Two good rooms tor
light housekeeping, $11. Call 404
North Second.
FOR RENT Furnishe
rooms for
light housekeeping and otherwise.
Modern, cheap, and close in. Call at
413 South Broadway.
al2
FOR RENT Furnished
rooma at
115 West Huning avenue.
tf
FOR RENT Nicely furnished rooms,
private family, no children, close in.
Modem conveniences.
TWO FINE ROOMS for rent: mod- em. 608 W. Silver, Phone 1136.
Fill; RENT Two I'ttrnlshed rooms
for light housekeeping. No sickness
or children.
310 South Walter.

WANTED--Piano-

NOTICE

SOI.i: AGENTS

DIARRHOEA

M

1

st

r.STATK.

Marquette
Ave. New
modern brick. 13,200.00

Forrester

STORAGE.

LEGAL NOTICES,

MRS. M. E. NORRIS,

d

Heinze

Veil Central Aeaane

JAfNTET
WANTED Experienced stenographer
desires position;
and bookkeeper
ten years general office work; familiar with all branches including credits; beat of references. Write or wire-Waposition by September 1st or
sooner. J. D. Corley, care Western
New spaper Union,
Oklahoma City,
Oklahoma.
si
WANTED POSITION If you are In
woman to
need of a competent
take charge of. and manage a rooming house, call or write Mrs. Carrie
fohnson! rear 62$ North Second St.

flumes.

Trenty with l'niguny.
Washington, Aug. 11. Edward ('.
O'Brien, American minister to Uruguay, has telegraphed the state department that he has signed .with the
Uruguayan government a naturalizabetween the two
tion convention
countries. The convention now goes
to the United States for ratification.

Money to Loan

ON FURNITURE, PIANOS, OKUAWB,

Horses, Wagons and other Chattels;
to call and see also os Balarles and Warehouse Reour new stock of millinery at re- ceipts, aa low aa $10.00 and as high as
duced prloes. Crane Millinery and 1160.00. Loans are quickly mane ana
Dressmaking Parlors, Central
and ! strictly private. Tima! One month to
Fifth street. Ladies' tailoring
Goods to remain In
iressmaklng parlors. Phone 944. Ap- - your possession. Our rates are reaprentices wanted.
tf sonable. Call and see ua before borSteamship tickets to and
WANTED A cook in private rami-l- rowing.
world.
Inquire at No. 119 South Wal- from all parts of the
HOUSEHOLD LOAN COMPANY
ter street.
tf THE Rooms
t and 4, Grant Bids.
PRIVATE OFFICES
WANTED A cook. Wages
$30.00.
OPEN EVENINGS
1123 Tijeras Road.
tf
WANTED--Ladi-

per week and over can be made
merit.
selling New Campaign Novelties from
ReVOf
The forest service, however,
now until election.
Sells to Stores,
passes on the tilles themselves. Tin t
County Fairs, Picnics and Private
Is entirely a matter for the general
Families. Complete line of samples,
land office to decide. In case of apharges prepaid for 50c. Order today.
the
under
plications for homesteads
Chicago Novelty Co., CO Wabash ave.,
act of June 11, 1906, the forest
Chicago.
Is culled upon tu decide whether
the land Is in fact more valuable 'or
is, to recommend
to entry patent.

Personal Property Lpani

t

ANGORA

GOATS.

T have 7,000
registered and high
grade Angora Bucks. Doaa and Kids
for aale. Prices reasonable. Will sell
any number to ault the buyer. These
ffoata ara food heavy shearers and
will bear critical Inspection.
Com
and see them or write what you want
M. R. McCRORT. If I)
Ran Marcial W If.
,

Porch swings, $!.,',(.

Try a Morning Journal Want! Planing Milt.

Albuquerque

Bargains in Real Estate
$2600

4 room brick cottage, was)
house, corner lot, cement wall
on both sides; close In.
$1600 4 room frame cottage
nlcoljr finished, and two roon
dobe, cement finish; St ft lot
8. Broadway.
$30006 room brick cottage, modern, extra nice; close In.
$1900 4 room frame cottage mod

.nn'
$2300

w

term
Ld frame BY
with bath;
v-

-

good outbuildings; lot 7Í b
14$; lawn, 16; ahade treea; 4tfc

ward.

$2500

New 4 room frame cottage, modern, beautifully
concrete foundation, cellar, good outbulldlnjra; Highland
$2100- - New 4 room Srlck cottage
modern; fourth ward, on car
fln-Uhe-

Une.
$32
New 6 room brick cottage.
well built; close In, fourth ward

$20006 room frame cottage, bath
windmill, near shops and car
line.
TW- t
$17004 room frame cottage,
-

modern;

Highlands, close In.

A. FLEISCHER
$12

KoSSC

fkoiia

CT4

THE ALBUQUERQUE
Chesapeake and Ohio
Chicago Great Western
Chicago and North West.
Chicago. Mil and St. Paul
C. C. and St. Louis
Colorado Fuel and Iron
Colorado and Southern

FINANCE AND
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Albuquerque Lumber Co
WHOLESALE

AND

RETAIL LUMBER.

Glass, Cement, Wall Paper and Rex Flintkote Roofing.

Albuquerque, New Mexict

PICTORIAL
ADVERTISING

QlflUC

dIUIld

"EVERY SIGN
A

SALESMAN"

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE SIGN SHOP
IN

THE CITY

0EPICE AND STUDIO 405 W. Central

i

MIDSUMMER

QUIET

12, 1908.

AUGUST

5S
7

Coke
.

78c
46
28
96

44

1

26
48

MARKET

III

18

26
20

Household Necessities

WOOL

APPLE PARERS
FRUIT JARS
APPLE CORERS
FRUIT JAR CAPS
FRUIT PRESSES

6
6

143
84
28
16

127
22
12

Mostnn Wool Market.
Boston, Aug. 11. The local

RUBBER RINGS
Brass and Enameled PRESERVING KETTLES in all sizes

Dealers Actively Engaged in
Opening New Wools That
Are Arriving in Large Quantities and Branding Them,

RAABE & MAUGER

t'orranpoBdrnr Morula
Journal
Boston. Mass.. Aug. 11 There Is a
midsummer quiet in the market, perhaps more pronounced this week than
for some time past, yet the dealers are
actively engaged In opening the new
wools that are arriving In large quantities and grading them up and getting their warehousees into shape to
intelligently show prospective pur
chasers exactly what there is for Inspection, and at ruling prices and fu
ture prospects there Is no particular
anxiety to move the new wools at this
Hy stage, says the American Wool
and Cotton Reporter. As the matter

wool (Special

market shows some Improvement especially In fleece wools.
There Is a
fairly active demand for quarter
blood with a rather small supply of
Ohio available. Manufacturers report
an Increase In orders and this Is reflected by fresh contracta of Friday
wool and several sizable sales, one
transaction in Oregon staple being at
18c or 60c on a scoured basis'. Quotations:
TERRITORY.
58 if 60
Fine staple
WRITE US ABOUT
57
56
Fine medium staple
45Si48
Fine clothing
MACHINERY.
50 52
Half blood
are
stands
the
dealers
"standing
pat."
Three-eighth- s
blood
4R50 They have much less money Invested)
43 ' 4.',
Quarter blood
la new wools than at any like period WE ARE THE FARM MACHINE!
AND WAGON PEOPLE.
covering the past three or four years,
Chicago oRard of Trade.
and what money has been required
Chicago. Aug. 11. Active demand has been available at
much lower loan
for cash grain here and at southwestthan last year, so that carrying
strong rates
a
ern markets engendered
costs are reduced for the present at
closing rally in the local wheat mar- least.
the September delivery
ket today,
How long such an easy condition
c.
Corn will prevail depends entirely upon the
closing with a net gain of
SANTA Ft TIME TABLE.
r but oats Rear future demand for the new wools
closed with a gain of
finished
the
session
weakened and
by the manufacturers, and no remarkc. Provisions able activity is looked
with a net loss of
for during the
15c.
advanced a shade to 12
present month.
September wheat opened a shade
PnHHtt Xot Very Bright.
c higher at 93 c to
higher to
The demand for goods will naturalad
93
to
and
then
off
93 c. sold
ly govern the future, and aside from
c. The close was a fairly normal demand for worsteds
vanced to 94
e
at
woolens it Is sonto
and
c what uncertain as to an active goods
September oats opened
(Effective Naioabar It, 1M1.)
4c. sold at 77 c and market until quite late In the fall. So
higher at 77
Depart
c.
close
78
The
to
then advanced
far developments in New York do not So. 1, 8outhro Csl. Bxpreis.. ArrlT.
7:46 p l:lt
was at 78 c.
12.20 p 1:00 p
lead to a great deal of encouragement No. I, California Limited
Oats were fairly steady all day. Sep- for goods that require the regular No. 7. North. Cal. rut Mall.. 10:64 pp ll:4Sa
11:10
11:41
clothing wools that are In such abun No. I, El P. A 11.x. City Bxp..
tember opened a shade higher at 48
c and closed at dant supply, but there Is every indica
From the West--No.
sfce, sold off to 41
1:00 a 1:11 s
Past Hall
tion that all of the staple wools avail No. 4,t, Chicago
48c.
6:60 p I Hp
Chicago Limited
Provisions were firm on an advance aoje will be required, and this con- No. I, Oil. Kan. City Km.. t:4tp 7:1 p
at the stockyards. The close for Sep- dition has strengthened the market
Pens Valley
15c at position of these particular
grades. No. 11, Amarillo, Roawall ana
tember pork was up 12
t :l
Carlabad
at
higher
was
lard
The
getting
at
dealers
them
15011c
$16.r015.r,2:
Carlabad.Roeeall
higher at will have a good margin of profit to No. II, Prim
$9.47. and ribs
and Amarillo
1:4I p
help balance up on the lower quality
Prom the South
$8.87.
Chi., Dan.
Bz..:l0a 7: a
wools, while those buying at 170180 No. 10.
No. 10 connects at Lamy with branch train
St. Louis Wool.
will sell at a profit, but will not be for Santa Pa and stops at all local polnta In
T. K. PURDT. Acent.
St. Louis, Aug. 11. Wool Firm; favored with as large credit for av New Mexico.
medium gradea, combing and clothing eraglng.
heavy
I inn TomIn Market.
1920c: light fine
The market is rather firm than oth
fine 11 fP 12c; tub wushed 20Í12.C.
Resolved that all orders for
erwise, and there Is an unmistakable
supplies of any and all kinds a
undertone of strength that appears to
NcwOrlonaK Cotton.
and for all purposes be made out
New Orleans, La., Aug. 11. Cotton discount a higher range of prices withon the regular requisition blank
mid
a
weeks,
are
wools
grades:
when the
few
in
c down on all
Spot
of the Irrigation Congress pro- 1
all opened and graded. The showing,
dllng 10 c. Sales were 60 bales.
vlded for that purpose, and said
as we expect, will be fully up to avrequisition must be signed by
erage, 1f not a little belter than avTtie Metals.
chairman of the auditing com- erage.
some
position
of
what
Just
New York. Aug. 11. Copper was
or In his absence by tin
mlttee,
e
bought
will
who
take
dealers
lower In London with spot quoted at the
acting
that all bllh
chairman:
for
wools early, or contracted
61, 5s and futures at 162. The local
vouchproperly
be
must
Incurred
15c to 17c a pound. Is one
market was firm and unchanged. Lake them from
ered before payment and audited a
the
confronting
trade.
problems
of
the
elec4.00:
was quoted at $1 Ü.75
at any meeting of the auditing a
At the moment these dealers are
13.87
and casting
trolytic $13.62
committee, by the chairman of
not
a
to
sell
below
inclined
market
$13.37
13.62. Lead was higher
said committee, ur In his absence
price
a
fixed on
basis of the higher
in the Kngllsh market with spot quotby the acting chairman
In
prices
paid
west,
If
the
they
and
was
ed at 13. Kis. The local market
W. 8 HOPEWELL.
hold
by
a
they
are
gainers
out
or
cent
adquiet at $4.676 4.62. Spelter
Chairman.
two
pound
a
cents
over
those
who
vanced to 19. 12s, tid in London. The
R. E. TWITCHELL,
bought
luter.
local market was steady but unchangSecretary.
On the other hand, should they deBar silver 51 c;
ed at $4.70íí4.75.
B. SPITE.
cide
money
that
the
manufacturer's
Mexican dollars 46c.
Chairman Audit. Com.
was better than the woll at one or
V. A. MAOPHERSON,
two
condibelow
market,
the
cenis
GEORGE ARNOT.
Kansas City Live Hto-k- .
tions would be generally unsettled for
Kansas City. Aug. H. Cattle Re- a time, us enough wool is on hand, if
ceipts 11,000: stockers and feeders $3 its owners choose to sell, to supply
4.75: bulls $2.30 3.50; calves $3.50 all required quantities for a number wools.
The price for the Oregon,
5.60: of weeks, and buyers stand ready to
5.50; western steers $3.50
up
and No. 2 eastern,
of No.
made
S.
60.
western cows $2.25
take substantial lots at the reduced was
some cases highin
and
Hogs Receipts 12,000; 5 10 cents figures, but since the close of the er, bringing the
cost of the io.
higher; bulk of sales $6.404.80; trades for a large Rhode Island maneastern at 110 Ctfl and the No. 2 at
and ufacturer, who got his wool 2 cents
packers
$6.75 6.90;
heavy
47
50c.
light $6.20
a pound lower than It enn now be
butchers $6.406.65;
are large receipts of Montana
There
6.70; pigs $3.75(5.76.
bought for, there has been no noticeare very busy
Rheep Receipts 6.000; Weak; mut- able eagerness on the part of the deal- wools, and the dealers
grading them, and not a few are turntons $:i.604.26; lambs $4.6(6.0U: ers to sell out.
a the
ing down offers of 20 2(1
range wethers $3.504.íf; fed ewes
Pulled Wool Market.
wools are being opened, as belter
4.00.
$3.25
While trading Is not active In pulled quality Is found than was looked for.
wools, there Is a Iteady demand for
The Montana wools are Nhowing up
Chicago M Stock.
practically everything offered, and the a beautiful
condition. The early rains
Chicago. Aug. 11. Cattle Receipts lack of desirable wools Is largely re- In
growing sections have woshed
sponsible for the quletnees In this out the
4.000; market steady: Texans $3.50
the dirt and left the wools un$3.605.0O; stockers branch of the market. Winter wools usually
5.20; westerns
clean and attractive.
and feeders $2.40 4.30; cows and and everything suitable for combing
5.60; calves $5.60
purposes are well sold up, and
heifers $4.50
It I A II ALL THIS.
wool Is not coming in in es7.25.
market
so
quantities,
Receipts
12.000:
pecially
large
that
the
Sheep
You Never Know Hie Moment When
weak; westerns $3.40 4.10; yearlings decks are pretty well cleared In the
This I n forma Hon May Prove
of Inlinlto Value.
pulled wood department of this mar$4.004.86; western lambs $3.75
ket. The prices ruling for the past
6.00.
It Is worth considerable to any cltl-xefew weeks hold, but there Is a proba
of Albuquerque to know nvt to
Tobacco Crop Damaged.
ble advance due In the near future as be cured of painful, annoying anJ
Henderson. Ky., Aug. 11. Reports the wools begin to show longer staple. Itching piles. Know then (hat Do:in'
of
terrible hall and thunder storm
Dealers are keeping very close Ointment Is a positive remedy foi all
last night revealed damage of more watch on the market, nnd are buying .chines of the skin, for piles. OCWRM.
relieves
and
than $100,000 in Henderson county. with moderation every day. Hales for etc. One application
soothes. Read this testimony of its
Sixty per cent of the tobacco is be- the week are 160,000 pounds.
merit:
lieved to have been destroyed.
Scoured Wools Moderate Sale.
at 326
A. M. Whltbomb, living
Only a moderate demand Is report- North Eighth St.. Albuquerque, N. M.,
I. vans Bonn to Retire.
ed for scoured wools, and what busi- says: "I have nothing to retract fn m
Washington. Aug. 11. Rear Ad- ness has been done was of a small the statement I gave for Moan's Ointmiral Robley Evans, late in com- volume, sales running from twenty-flv- e ment some five years ago. What I
thai
mand of the Atlantic battleship
to fifty hays to a customer, to be then stated was to the effect
me of a
fleet, will be placed on the retired used largely for making samples or this preparation had cured
If not eczema,
out,
which,
breaking
list on Aug. 18, next. He U at Lake piecing out some orders for goods. closely resembled this trouble nnd was
Mohonk, N. Y., on leave of absence. Prices are unchanged, 60C2c being confined to a spot about the slxe of
paid for the best and 47 48c for fine a silver dollar Just below one of my
Foley'a Kidney Remedy will cure medium.
Sales
reported, 60.000 knees. Off and on for ten ycar. II
any caae of kidney of bladder pounds,
lad annoyed me, always being wnr.sr
when I was in bed or if I would alt
trouble that la no', beyond the reaah
(ooel Sellers.
Ohio Kk'e-c- s
rear a Are. I consulted Iwo ol ur
of medicine. No medicine can do
The center of Interest and activity leading physicians but what they gave
more. Hold by J. H O'Reilly Ik Co.
is In fleece wools, and quarter, bloods me proved of no more avail than all
demand, some the different kinds of salves and ointare In the greatest
NOTICE.
Ohio quarters selling up to 26c during ments that I tried. I had no fnlth In
the week. This Is the top price for Dean's Ointment expecting that It
The Summer Oarden on Mountain Ihe season, and equals the price for would act similarly to the other remedies I had used, but I was surprised
road baa changed hands and has been Home
s
blood tleeeces out to find that the first application stopthoroughly overhauled and cleaned pt Ohio
during
the
have
sold
that
ped the Itching and a continuation of
and from now on It will be run aa a
Its use healed the place affected. The
summer resort. It Is the coolest and week.
Among sales were in, 000 Ohio quar- feet that I can say after this long Inshadiest place In town. We cater to the
beat of trade only, loafing and rowdy- ters at 2(c; 35". oao Michigan quarters terval that there has been no return
e. at $4014
100,000 Ohio quarters of the trouble Is pretty good reason
ism Is not allowed.
Arthur
for my willingness to confirm my
manager.
26c; 20.000 Ohio quarters original
St 26
statement. I recommend this
and preparation at all time aa one that
at 26c; 176,000 Ohio one-ha1'HICE AND QUALITY THAT MAKES
a
bloods at 26
can be relied upon to act aa repre
AND HOLDS TRADE
blood
25.000 Ohio three-elghat sented."
For ale by all dealers.
20c t6c; 75,000 Illinois and Wisconsin
Price 60
Pint cans of Boston Coach OH
Co.. Ruffalo.
Quart cans of Boston Coach Oil ..85c quarters at 2ti 22
150.000 Mis- cents.
F.xtra topa for fruit jan, dosen..40c souri quarters at 24c, and 26.000 Ohio New Tork. sole agents for thn United States.
10c half blood at $7c.
Pioneer brand of milk
Remember the name Donn's and
10c.
Highland brand of milk
Wool From Territories.
take no other.
$1.7:,
Mortar hods
Oregon and Montana staple wools
$1 35 bave been the feure of the market
Brick hoda
Try a Morning Journal Want!
Baling wire, per 100
$176 during the past week, with a line of
THE M Vl
Oregon aggregating 1,600.000 pounds
WM. KIEKE. Prop,
having been proved up and taken from
two or three large dealers In these Journal Want Ads Get Results!
all SOI III l ilts, STREET
.
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J. KORBER & CO.

94c.

PHONE 461
i

212 N. Second St

G.

DAVIS & ZEARING
St West Said A

axa)ltUEB(&

hMJ

high-grad-

2c

K--

1616c:

PIPE-CLEANIN-

-

Price $2.25
and repairing is one of our specialties.
Making elbows and joints Is another.
In all
We are expert Plumbers
branches and are noted for doing
good work thoroughly, in a reasonable
time, for a reasonable price. We use
only the best materials and employ
only the most reliable help. We
should be pleased If you will favor us
with you. -- next plumbing Job. Tou
won't regret it.

Standard Plumbing and
Heating Company
WR DELIVER BREAD
AND CAKE
promptly nnd
scrupulouly
you
clean.
You grt what
order When you want It and
how you haw a right to expect It. Have us supply you
for a trial period. We guarantee you satisfactory service and a quality
of bread

Bta-pl-

1

If

you have not tried

Our Delicious
Ice Cream
you should order a
sample at once.
OUT OF TOWN ORDERS
PROMPTLY FILLED.

The Matthew Dairy

1

18lc,

610 North 3rd Strewt,
Office Phone 430. Farm
Plume 1017.

cl-a-

It's Done

Our timbar at manufactured at ear
own milla, from tba pick at the best

bod) of timbar la the eruthweet, according to tba report of the govern
mant'a expert. A larga atoak of try
apruc dimension on hud.
Why not bar the heat wkaa Haw
tbean aa tba ber kinds
--

UMBEf

Rio Grande Lumber Co
tt.ip. i

taMi

M

an

Marga

lf

th

Fosler-Mllhur-

nasi,

n

FARR

COMPANY

Wholesale and Retail
in ra res h and salt

mats

easaea a Baaclaltr
For Cattle and Hogs tha Biggest Mar.

KELLY & COMPANY

Wholesale Merchants
Wool, Hide

Plumbing
SCIENTIFIC

MJUJUtTKRQlTU

1st,

V IX JAS

LIQUOR CO.

CONSOLIDATED

a Kaata
aaa Barber b I m (I Waal
WHOLKMUa D CALEBS Ol

WINES,

LIQUORS & CIGARS

We handle ererytlilna In oar llae.
fur IllualralaS Catal.ivua
ant
'asued to dea lera only.

Ma

Telepbuaa

Phone 657

Write

111

CORN BR FIRST ST. AND COPPBB

P. A. SMITH,
N,

fjAjl

Bateasen ra la MM tal

Connecting Ranges,
Steam Heating,
Gas, Water and
Sewage Plumbing.
All Work Guaranteed

909

and Palts

a Specialty.

SANITARY

:

three-eighth-

THE WM.

GROSS,

1

Aber-combl-

even your
and cake that
own best efforts can hardly
even equal.
PIONKKR BAKERY.
VI South First St.

let Priesa is Paid.

AVB

DRS. COPP & PETTIT
DENTISTS.
Room 12 N. T. Armijo Bldg.

Thos. F. Keleher
LEATHER AND FIN1IN08
HARNESS. SADDLES, PAINTS, BTO.

Phone 547.

B. H. BRIGGS

FRANK A. STEPHENS

Alaearaaa Pbarauey,

BeaMcaee,

14

THIRD STIU

tlrst-Cta-

East I'M.

Oar.

iat

OaM east ftoal

Bread war.

Contractor and Builder
All Week Mriettj

& CO

DRUGGISTS

408 West Central Ave.

t

MEAT MARKET

All Kinds of

Fresh and Salt Meato
Sausage Factory.
KM II, KM! IV WORT
WINDOW NTi A DM
In stock and made to order, lowest Masonic Building, North Third Street
prices. Satisfaction guaranteed.
HI nam

Fu-trel- le

Furniture

Co.

three-eighth-

The Way

lW

Have tiie finest thing la the
oven line for
gas or gasoline
stove call and let aa allow them
to yon.

n

AD SIGN COMPANY

THE ROMERO

WEDNESDAY,

new-lamb'-

tiiuiiniiiiiiiiiwwiiiH

North First Street.

"

Old Dominion
05
Parrot
35
Quincey
33
Shannon
6Ü Vi Tamarack
5314 Trinity
19
United States Mining
172
United States Oil
2"
Utah
68
Victoria
37
Winona
23 Vi Wolverine
:!'.. North Butte
29 V4 Butte Coalition
146
Nevada
1384 Calumet and Arizona
"H Arizona Commercial
1384 Greene Cananea
tun,

Delaware and Hudson
Denver and Rio Grande
do pfd
Distillers' Securities
Wall Street.
New York,
Aug.
!1. The stock Erie
do 1st pfd
market today had a more distinct redo 2nd pfd
action than has Occurred for many
days. The recent rise In the market, General Electric
Btartlnff
early In July has been ri Great Northern, pfd
N"rth.eri? '0re
markable for" Its freedom from
Illinois Central
.......... l M i
t
' JF
usually characterizi
speculative
"ff
movement
Dlg.stion of profits at ln- 1 ,,
5 .1 '."
tervals and a reaction over part of
""
".h
or
the upward course of prices is con67
do pfd
sidered necessary to preserve the
109
health and undertone of the market. Louisville and Nashville
16
The conviction that such a reaction Mexican Central
was overdue had more to do with to- Minneapolis and St. Louis . 27 29
day's reaction than any news of con- Minn. St. P. and Sault St. M. ..119
67
dition.
The selling which carried Missouri Pacific
prices downward was as concentrated Missouri, Kansas and Texas ... 32
do pfd
64
as much of the buying which has pre National
Lead
864
ceded It and which caused the sup-- 1
108
position of the largely professional New York Central
New York,
and West. . 43
character of the recent market. Sale.si Norfolk andOntario
74
Western
of a single stock by one house of as
144
Northern
Pacific
much as 2S.000 shares were reached.
'
'
Selling of this kind looked as though pjUsbu
C."
and St. L 74 fc'
two heavy operators recently leaders
of the advance wore the ones that
m "
55
were taking their profits.
Railway Steel Spring
.
Notwithstanding the sentimental
lifHUIIIg
fluence of this seeming fact the ab
18
Rock Island Co
sorptlve powers of the market
was
do pfd
good and the downward
movement St I.nnla .mil Sun UVnri "tirt nfrt 354
gave every Indication of being in good S(
SouthW(.stern
condition. Htiylng and bidding up t
f()
39
separate stocks was employed to sus- - L,
s,1(.ffíeÍd'seeV and" Iron' ! 63
aln the list and to act as a drag on!Southern pac,flc
,B
the decline. Northern Pacific was the.
j
jlg
conspicuous Instance of this kind and South.rn Rn,",wa'v '
20
showed marked strength even when
df)
f(j.
', ',r
the general market was the weakest. T,.nnoss(.(
39
The sensational point at which theiTxni,
24
Pa(.flf.
rtd
campaign for the rise has reached UtdO, St. Louis and West. ... 25
advertising
and the
devices used to
67
o nfd
foster It were the cause of some
pacfí(.
easiness and aroused suspicion of the
Ü2Y
artificial nature of the strength of Untted States Steel . .1 . . . . . . . . 46
stocks of Into. The fact that the re- 109
j0 flJ
action was specially sharp In stocks l;tan copper
44
most exploited In the advertising waDaih
ÍZ
' '
pointed to the fact that attempts were: (jQ
27
being made to dispose of such stocks Westinghouse Electric
74
as nao neen anraoien oy tne tumult. western Union
574
There was the same Informal discus-- 1 Wheeling and Lake Erie
10
. .
8ion oi tne speecn ot acceptance i'V Wisconsin
.. 22
Central
the democratic nominee for the presi- - Total sales for the day 8S6.600
dency its was the case of iiis oppon- - sharpS
ent's speech and the same weighing
Total sales
Bonds were Irregular.
of its possible effect on the specula par value $4,1C2,000.
United States
the position. Some of the selling 1(in(s wer,. unchanged on call.
of stocks was ascribed to Mis cause
One of the features of the more reBOSTON STOCKS AND BONDS.
cent speculation from which excess
Closing !Tkf.
and had consequences Is feared la the
Money-- Call
number of obscure and low grade
3
2
Loans
stocks which have come into activity. Time loans
4
3
This is especially true of operations
Bonds
In the outside market
where the Atchison Adjutable 4s
89
scene on recent days has come to re- Atchison 4s
97
of sensational
semble the period
Railroads
speculative episodes In the past.
88
Atchison
Money mnrkets offered no new fea94
do pfd
the'dls-coua
In
tures except for recession
212
Boston and Albany
rate at Berlin in response to the Boston and Maine
135
stronger position of the Imperial Boston Elevated
132
bank. Crop advices were mixed but Fltchburg pfd
..124
in the main were favorable.
Bar sil- Mexican Central
18
ver today receded to 51 e. the price N. Y., N. H. and H
143
touched In April, 1903, and not since
Miscellaneous
then. The closing prices were at the Amer. Arge. Chemical
25
lowest of the day. Closing stocks:
62
do pfd
80
Amalgamated Copper
Amer. Sugar
...135
American Car and Foundry .. 31
128
do pfd
Amer. Hide and Leather, pfd. . 21
26
Amer. Woolen
56
American Locomotive
92
do pfd
107
do pfd
46
U. S. Steel
Amer. Smelting and Refining .. 99
109
do pfd
108
do pfd
Mining
136
9
Amer Sugar Refining
Adventure
93
Amer. Tobacco, pfd
38
Allouez
26
American Woolen
80
Amalgamated
48
Anaconda Mining Co
14
Atlantic
88y, Itlnghnm
Atchison
60
94
do pfd .
690
Calumet and Hecla Bid
91
32
Atlantic Coast Line
Centennial
94
Baltimore and Ohio
79
Copper Itange
Brooklyn Rapid Transit
55
10
Daly West
172
13
Canadian Pacific
Franklin
Central of New Jersey ..195200
107
Oranby
--

.

64 Mase. Mining
HI Montana Coal and
146

do 1st jfd
do 2nd pfd
Corn Products

COMMERCE

424 Isle Royale

.

MORNING JOURNAL,

VENICE OF AMERICA
Finest Beach Retort In tha World
Bathing, Boatlag, Fishing, Dnc- -

ARTHUR E. WALKER
gt
Building Association.
117 H West Orarral Avasna,
aflra Insurance,

NOTI cm
ARE YOU GOING TO ML PJ ISO TO
Villar and Bungalows clean, aool
I
IL Lik
Kl a Sill
i n
aIrk
w LllllO
snd complete, I17.lt to IIG.00 par I i"t
" JHK
"ii ' s i Mar
Apply Villa Office, Venice. GRAND CKNTKAL HOTEL W THE
month.
IN THE HEART
PLACE TO STOP
California.
Ol" EVERYTHING. FOUR HIAMJBS
Ing dally, free concerta, ate.

I

n

your accounts, notes and
Judgments to us for collection. No
collection, no charge. We also buy
claims. Collections made
against
railroad men anywhere In the United
Rtitea. Writs ua at acá.
THOR H A VERNR D. KDWARD8,
Gibraltar Building.
Kansas Cltt, Mo.
Rend

EltOM UNION HTATION.
TO tl.OO. EUROPEAN PLAN.
STREET CARH PANS TO AND FROM
DEPOT. W. M. M'OOY. PROPRIE
MM:

TOR.

A full line of Loaded Shot
Gun Shells at Mcintosh Hard-

ware Co.'s,

6

THE ALBUQUERQUE

OH AlfcWWQN

morning journal
Pebttahed br tha

PrMtdaal

A. MACPHSRsON
8. BURKS
B. HBNINil
K í
& Kill

Editor

OttT Bailar

...

Biulnaas Manac.r

Entered as aecoad tllH manar t Ik
oatufflce at Albuqu.rqu.. N. M.. Mto M

uf Confrese of March I. 1171.
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Lrtr tlrcaiatUe
TBe alr 9Pt tm Sew Beslaa
vary
t

Ma a Meitea,

!"

Tfcs Momias Jearaal hat a nit Bar rlr
aladee ralla taaa t rordn la ar

papar la SJunqaeetice
flaiiy la Maw aUtlca " TIm
imactory.
(that-

aar otlisr
Nv,

iarlmi

SWORN CIRCTJkATION.
fferrltory of New Mexico.
County of Bernalillo. aa.
D. 8. Boucher, appearing before nv
personally, and firm being duly sworn
rlwlaraa fcn.l aava that tit la bulns
manager of The Journal Publishing
Company of Albuquerque. r?w .
Ico. anil that during the montn of
April, 1K08, an average of 4. til copie
of The Albuquerque Morning ,'ourna!
were printed and circulated each dev.
(Signed) D S. BOUCHER.
Business Manager.
-to before rpe.
subscribed
and
lorn
B notary pubKr In and for the territory and county aforeaald. thla lltli
day of May, 10I.
(Signed) H. N PACKKRT.
Notary Public.
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which ore hanging In the
trees, and which are now almost
ready to send down their dtagustlng
contenta upon people on the side
walks. At that time the public mind
wua ao thoroughly engrossed with
the abatement of other nuisances that
very little attention was given to the
worms. Hut now the situation is different, and since the duly of cleaning
up and putting the city In orderly and
decent condition is conceded by all to
be a duty of more thnn ordinary Importance this year, why not see to it
that this worm nuisance is prevented
now. while it can be done with so little time or labor?
We are assured that If the city
council will pay the wgfee t two oí
three laboring men for a week the
Civic Improvement society will lake
iharge of the work, and have the
a'tende, to.
it Is perfectly
mHlt-- r
Nothing is required bul
tan pie.
lurch on n pole long enough to reach
Into the trees, and the nest can be
destroyed In a moment. Hut If attention la not given to the matter
promptly we shall have to ulTer a
horrid, disgusting nuisance up to about
the time of the Irrigation congress,
and possibly later.
cotton-bear-io-

I

SILKS

I

I

IHHl

I
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John Sharp William hai given an
excellent Illustration of the fact that
In the pretence of death human
Re
rises above partial hÉMn
was schedul-- d to deliver an address at
the enaoUwiua at Creat on, Iowa, the
day before Senator Allison's funeral
The day was billed as a democratic
partisan adBecaalon and a
dress was expected of the erstwhile
A
democratic leader of the House.
great crowd was present primed to
listen tii a characteristic outflow ol
democracy from one of Its bailing exponents. Mr. Williams, however, concluded that inasmuch us the tlrst cltl-xe- n
of the state then lay dead at hi
home a partisan addr. ss, even though
It had been scheduled, would be In
had la ate Consequently he turned u
deaf ear to the pleadings of the management and spoke in a
aplt t of question! of the hour. -- This
la ItOtfenore than those who know Mr.
Williams would expect, but It Is
a refreshing evidence of huIn tin- heMt of an imman kiiidllni-aportant political campaign, and was
a allent tribute to the dead statesman
which spoke louder than word.
sym-puth-

y

ot

non-partla-

-

HOKSK SENSE."

Prof. Yerkes of the Harvard department of psychology aays the best
definition of psychology Is thai It U
the science of consciousness, and he
maintains that there la an animal
psychology that Is worth while. .
With humans we have two ways of
reaching conclusions as to conscious- nesa. by Introspection and by Infer- ence. Wlth animals there la only the
Verk-- a
method of inference. Prof
has been trying to determine whether
an animal has vlaual tmagee, whether
It can connect Ideaa In such a way
mm to reason, and whether It can profit
by experience so aa to adjust Itself to
certain conditions.
The theory has always been that
are
anímala do not reason, that they am-pie
governed by Inetlnct, but there la
evidence of their Intelligence and
of their susceptibility to trulnlng and
that they have retentive memories.
Elephants have been known to harbor
resentment against an Individual for
venB number of years and to wreak
and
opportunity,
geance at the first
the awne Is true of horses and other
animals. The intelligence of dog and
ponies which Involves the possession

12, 1908.

Business and Pleasure

Derby

STUDY OF CUBA'S

EXCEPTIONAL EDUCATIONAL 0PP0RTUNITY-- A

REMARKABLE RESOURCES AT SHORT RANGE

Here's an Enterprise Possessing Intelligent Agricultural and
Commercial Features and an Investment Opportunity Unique and
Convincing, the Equal

of Which May Never Again

be Presented

PRICE

$5.00
PRICE

'

l

American money, machinery, ideas and enterprise in agriculture are transforming Cuba, and the wonderful tropical soil of that island, under these conditions, is
prodicing marvelous resulte.
American farmers and fruit growers in Cuba do nofc plow wilh a stick of wood.
Thoce orimitive tools are replaced with the most modern farming implements. More
than 100 different colonization enterprises are in operation in Cuba, fulf riling every
promise to Colonists.
The Cuban Commircial Company with its new line of fruit steamships from
Savannah to Cuba will meet with the requirements of these colonists for quick trans-

r.

portation both ways.
The capital stock o' the company, $3.000.000, par value $10, is being sold far
below the par value and offer, to the investor Greater Dividend Possibilities, backed
by solid business of immense future probabilities than has ever been within the reach
of the investing public.

See Them
in our
Second Street
Window

The company has under option 5.000 acres of some of the best land in Cuba
at the low figure above referred to will be accepted at its
l nd any stock purchase
f
in
exchange
)r land at the prevailing cash selling price.
pi r value
s
!

11

ago the Morning Journal
called attention to the fact that In
order to encape the almost Intolerable caterpillar nuisance. It Will be
necessary for uk to destroy the nests,
A

WEDNESDAY,

of a retentive memory I" ell known but be set forth the facts with start-- 1
and -- ven the lowest order of anímala' ting emphasis.
years from 18831
have been found to be susceptible toj In the twenty-fiv- e
a certain degree of training only pon-- 1 to I
the total annual approprla-- l
slble when- - there la a certain degree liona by Congrega increased
from
of intelligence and which would
The!
to f 20,7l,l43.
be $422,138,073
ineffective without some quality
of army increase was from f 27,258,UOu to
,
memory.
f Tí. 34. 682 ; the navy from IM.S1H,- Wheih-- r the understanding of anl-!- 7
to
8.58.5i7 ; the postoffke from
mal be by intuition, by Inference or I44.643.H0Ü to 1213.081,1(3; pension
whether by some PffSCeaJ of reasoning from I116.000.uuu to $146,000,000, anu
of their own with which we are not J sundry civil irorn $25, 58, 3.18 to $110,- famllinr ran only be conjectured,
ll 888,211.
must be left to such experimenta M
'i lie country's growth furnished no'
The EXCLUSIVE FALL
Prof. Ycrke contémplate
to deter- - adequate excuae for thla lavlah ex- mine whether there Is nn animal
Moat of the Increase must!
STYLES ARE NOW
psichology thut Is worth while and'oe attributed to the era ay war apliit.
ON DISPLAY
whether they do not really know near- - to foreign adventure, to political Job-- j
I y tls mm h
about us as we know about oerj uinl to recklessness and wuste.
tbeni.
Senator Allison with culled a crusty
old conservative in financial mutters,
MOBS
ItKW tltPS.
mid there is a radical in Iowa Who
ueeji
seek and for some tune has
l.ov. W illsori of Kent m ky has offer- - seeking hi place. Lai us hope that
ed a nwurd for the "aiiurehenslon hl successor, whether radical or con-- !
money sense and
tul conviction" of the leaders of the set atlvi will hV
)
us w ell as
in li
ninllloli
night riders who have been rldinthohp
sty ami prudence.
towns In thut state, burning property,
and whipping men and women who
THE M u him: i I'oi.iik r.
lind come under their displeasure. It
Is a praiseworthy step on his part but
Cunned music has been followed by
will It avail anything?
canned eloquence, Mr. Bryan and
THE BEST DRESSERS
In attempting to answer that quesJudge Tift have tulked into the funOF NEW YORK ARE
tion the Washington Star says: Let
to
be
nel, .hi, their remarks are
us suppose the case of a man able to
ground out to the public.
WEARING THEM.
earn this reward.
Is
The
amount
There will be entertainment In tills.
MM He must balance that against aaya
the Washington Star, but will
.,
tlie necessities after he
time
I..tnele DC Votes Can you Imagine
ceiveg inc money, and the chief oí
mnn Undecided as to his course ut the
these Is a change of residence. From
polls rising from listening to an ap- that day his old home becomes Ini- - iimil in ..!. In llint
If
iinv ..ni in
possible t him. He must go; and the'.
, .
""""(he takes any thought hume with him
arawi m go's, anu me rawer tracks at all, It will be of appreciation of the
Me leaves,
the better for him. Re is Ingenuity
of his fellows, and the uptl- a marked man In M circle of bad men,
politicians In widening the
tudc
of
and if he would MVS his bucon he
.scope of their devices for attracting
must put n long dislance between himattention. He wiU huve heard u cun-- i
self ami his danger.
voice, but not In a way to
This would work no great hardship dldate's
Impress hi in with the candidate's
ll, l.lu ..u... V......I..
ti.
li. in
T crime. An Idle fellow with- - views. He will not huve been to a
with the
political meeting, but to a show; and
Goods
Bill character mHy he induced to turn
,,,,.
,,,,.
b,1(.
imormer for mony and a grant Of L.,,, hav
.,,
,,,
immunit.v from punishment A change
fiui
"'"''hnce at these meetings
of residence, and even of name. Is
very largely of
b" m,"'('
""l
a
.h,!m,l'
Utile to him
S,h
voters.
boys and
growing
Women
and
present case would
pack ,hls bag.:
,u Sul h an
lrls an' apt
pocket the cash, and
lighthenrtedly
m lulm. "My old
Kentucky home. offering, and to find amusement in it,
They will help crowd the halls, and
good night!"
of applause
Hut It Is very different In the case to reward in the way
those providing the entertainment.
of a man with a stake In his com
The tongue and the pen ns camS
munity who happens to pOgSPSI the
Information the authorities desire Hi paigners are not menaced by this deTh"" tnetBiHc spellbinders will
must (hink of his house, which would Vte
not
be
relied upon to carry doubtful
probably bs burned ov-his head, os
BOth the Taft smile anil the
Well as of his own hide,
Would states
122 S. 2d. 116 W. Quid.
be alone against the night riders, who Bryan smite are eliminated, and adattempted
not
are
of
dresses
fullness
WOuld think nothing of putting an end
4)
by this method. One blast upon cither
lo him and all of his possessions.
He
bugle
Judge
or
Ilryan's
Mr.
Tuft's
Would not be safe on u familiar counhorn, at first hand so to say, will he makes each bank directly
ty road in broad daylight.
responsible
for Its own deposits, and It is clearly
This is one of thi- most serious and worth ten thousand canned reproducdifficult features of a mob situation. tions.
outside the authority of any
to
country, the compel a national bank to state
At this day in this
The terror created by outlaws lives
enter an
is,
however, association to insure
after any particular deed of atrocity thinking man, us a rule,
.the deposits of
they commit. The sources of infor- the reading man. When undecided all Its Members, thus putting a tax
seeking
upon thrift and good management for
mation about the crime nre bullied about public question! and
and thwarted
Men utile to aid the light, he turns to his newspaper nnd the protection of reckless banking.
political ud- - The attorney gensrgt'a opinion is
of
ktfcte are forced to choose
between to printed copies
up
his mind at Squally
drcsses.
He
makes
general
their
duty to the community
sound as law, or good public
and their own personal safety a hard home, or nt his office, or ut his work- policy.
choice for even the best and bravest bench, far from the maddening
caucous appeal, and a
rltlxen. Money might not tempt him.
A Log Angeleg man was so moved
crowd's noisy response Re
Iiuiy alone would. Hut there are the ded
for
go by Judge Parker's enthusiasm
will
meetings,
and
public
attends
criminals living all around him; and
Bryan that he dropped dead. But the
hp giving their leaders over to the to hear these phonographs, but main- Becord-Herat- d
thinks that Foruker's
ly for entertainment's
sake.
law for punishment would be the sigenthusiasm
for
Taft will not affect
nnd
clever,
is
wrinkle
This latest
nal for the followers "to take It out
many people us seriously as that.
meaning
machine
gives
to
the
a
new
of him" at the llrst opportunity.
In politics.
It may help, If properly Kecord-Herali- l.
utilized, to raise campaign funds, but
i in: oi'it'M EVIL AT no mi-:fl
It will produce no votes.
JuiIkc Taft receivi
Our sufin: In the
Is pitiable enough in spots, but bricklayers'
union uhl'e he was in
frage
Ir. Hamilton Wright, one of the
Cincinnati, and two dnys inter Mr
gone.
American commissioners to the Inter- nowhere yet that fur
Hryan was given a card In the hack
national commission to Investigate the
union, of Lincoln. And thus.
driven
A I H.
VI
K
TO
THE
WW
opium evil which is to meet In Shangseems, union labor Is divided. Let's
hai next Jnnunry. has been InvestiThe trlul tests lhat are being made huve a Harmony commission.
gating lio- extent of the use of opium
at Kurt Myer. Va., of dirigible bal-- :
in this country, and his figures are
Mr. Harrim.m docs not seem to be
loons and aeroplanes are not competi
anything but encouraging
to those
indirectly they are expected as snthue last leal!) in politics this
who are fighting this most dangerous tive, but
to HtroW u good deal of light on the years us he Was four .sears fcgo. His
habit.
controversy us to the respective merits latest public remark on the presidí
Thlrt) years ago there were many
heavler-thun-al- r
machines, gbd
iiuestlim was tn the effect that "It
more Chtgamen In the United States of the
doesn't make any difference to the
"dirigibles."
the
than there are now, but In the InterSo high an authority ns Sir Hlrum railroads who ls elected president."
val the amount of smoking opium imquestion
ported has Just about tripled, rising Maxim, who bus studied the
for
experimentally
practically
People who used to tulk disrespectand
lfil,-OUfrom M.miO pounds In 178 to
expressed
the
yeurs,
recently
twenty
fully of wireless telegraphy are natpounds In IKIiT. This points to
aaettive onlnion thut the future of urally expected to bj absolutely contin- extension Of the hi.Dlt among the
navigation lay not with bal- - fident that aerial navigation can nevaerial
whiles, and for this Interpretation of
any kind, however Dei feet, er amount to anything.
of
loons
tile Afores there Is unfortunately only
aeroplanes.
Yet officers of
but
with
too much confirmatory evidence.
ns
corps arc represented
The statistics for the importation of our signal
engines
as
opinion
that
holding
the
crude opium arc also alarming
The
ineranBj for the years 1MS-1M- 1
over of war aeroplanes will alwuys possess
the preceding
period was up- but a limited utility, owing to their
high
ward of l,tVf,IM pounds
Of the small carrying capacity, and the
Imports of crude opium about 7," pet rate of speed which they are obliged
to
In order
cent are used In the manufacture of to maintain at all times
muí phltie, and of these manufactured keep themselves afloat.
n Ivvilisc.
A great deal of further Investigation
pioducts lesa than
are le
The discovery of a new alleged cure
be
no
will
doubt
experimentation
and
gitimately USed
foi tetanus should not be construed as
llnth in New York and Phllndelnhla liecessury to settle this question, but an excuse for the manufacture
and
fireestlmatea place the proportion of the In the meantime It Is grntir.vlng to all sale of toy pistols and giant
Phoenix Republican.
Chinese population which Is addicted Americans to receive such testimony crackers.
andU" 'hat which comes from Paris,
to the opium habit at
without counting those Chinamen1 Harding the superiority of the uero-- Waiting.
Suya the ,os Angeles Times: "Mr.
ho smoke only occaslons'ly
The as-- 1 Plane of the Wright brothers to all LongfelkrW'g
uatlc nnd justly celetímate of the numbei of white smok- - other similar machines.
brated statement lu the effect that
era In New York Is 5.00H.
'they aleo serve who stand and wait'
A KsW Mexican
exchange accuses does not apply to polities, wher: It Is
Canada is making Independent ef- a only th. man that gets the office who
forts lo check the opium Importations, somebody of having committed
serves." Only It w as not Mr. Long-felloWith such success that an announce- - "trlpple" crime. They're surely prct-niewho made that statement, but
Phlla-chanof a boycott by Chinese nier- - ty bad down In New Mexico.
another, to be more accurate,
who
lphla Public Ledger,
agalnat Canadian trade was
"They
wrote:
serve
only
who
stand
us
public
Ledger will excuae
cently made
fluch a boycott la an
The
and wait." Phoenix Republican.
additional reason. If reason be need-- 1 for "butting In," but New Mexico la
la
it
"dow
Philadelphia:
n" from
ed. why all the nations ahuuld Join not
Oeod Mi a.
Every town In the southwest has Its
of the "up," more than a mile.
hands for the suppression
commercial club, chamber of comevil.
merce ,or business men's club. Tho
OKLAHOMA BANK LAW.
nork of these orffanlzntlons should be
I
I
S
II. HI
sOMi: M. Ml ICW
In part
and It Is time a
In hla opinion on the vnlldlty of the
movement were started to bring repIn an editorial speaking of the late Oklahoma law to guarantee the pay- resentative of
all these Clubs together
Henetor Allison, the New York World ment of bunk deppoatta In that state, to confer nrd to organise on a delerefers to an article which he con- the attorney general of the United gate basis. A delegate organization
tributed to the nnnlvrrsary edition of Htates telle the people of the state, In representing all these clubs, and meetthat paper on May 10 last, and says effect, thut If they choose to encour- ing every three months, each time in
Mr. Allison therein
presented some age the establishment of speculative a different town, could do much to
Interests and
figures bearing upon th national sin banks b a stale law guaranteeing the consolidate southw iwtt-rpromote general publicity and develoextravagance
relieving
payment
was
the
In
Way
of all deposits,
of
a
that
pment.--El
Paso Herald.
more eloquent
than many words Individual bank of Its proper responI
It
Is
would have been.
sibility.
Nationown
was
one
It
of his
heir
affair.
In n Max
ll'a tiraft.
He drew noial banka. however, are organised on
last public utterances.
The change from the administration
conclusions and he pointed no morals, der different system of laws, which of the fake reform
whom
;
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New
Every Day
Watch our
Displays

Furthermore, ever purchaser of stock is entitled

months, with meals and berth included, purchasers of stock being
"First Come, First Served."
1. ef i preference in ihe order of purchase
Complete information is contained in our printed matter which will be mailed
free upon request.
We want representatives everywhere. Permanent positions and good pay. Remember the price of the stock is advancing $1 per share every month. The time to
buy stock is when they are low.
Write today and take advantage of this limited and most unusual opportunity.
You will never have another chance like this.
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What the Editors
of the Southwest
A re Saying
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Free Round Trip
to Cuba

E. L. Washburn
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Wash
ington St.

Company

Governor curry succeeded, is so great
cannot
that thf two administrations
consistently be mentioned in the sume
miele except us a matter of compari
son
Trie aamimsirmiion irbh prmwu- Pj governor Curry's wua Character-I- t
Ized by weakness, by silliness, by the
exercise of personal spite and political
Jealousy and by incompetency.
ihj
administration during the past year)
under Governor Curry was characterized by exactly reverse conditions.
The Aim. iliac

For Sale
Relinquishment

city lots.

r

Tribune.
New Mexico to I lie pront.
Eastern New Mexico is again to the
front. It has all been brought about
Not
by n few good rains recently.
that these rains made any particular
difference, hut they have restored confidence in the minds of the timid
homesteader. All nre unn nlmous, who
know anything about It, Hint this Is
country, and even
i great agricultural
If here had been n complete failure
of crops this year It would be nothing
particularly against the country, for
tSaatem

i

his is Hable to hspfrn anywheri west
thr Mississippi river. Droutha have
and
been frequent in both Kansas
Oklahoma, yet they nre acknowledged
n be two of the prim it al agricultural
New Mexico Is
Mates In the Ulflon,
all right; Just don't get "cold feet "
uf

rtcmember

It

takes grit, vim and

en-

Make
ergy to settle up any country.
up your mind that you have come here
to stay and go to working your land;
then you'll have no difficulty tn rnls-- l
Melrose Enterprise.
Ing good crops.
BsBBre Ileal.

Majority rule and n fair deal Is apparently going to bring republican
success this year In San Juan county.
With every Individual republican taking an active Interest In his primary
election, there Is small chance of anything but majority rule. With halt
the voters indifferent to party affnlrs,
they have but themselves to blame If
those affairs nre not conducted to
their liking. Looking at the prospect
of republican harmony In this county,

160

land with $1000
worth of improvements.
A snap.
Also Bargains
in residence property and

liooiiicrs Need Appply.
The new city of Helen

has no
We do not
had one.
Uoonu rs need not gppply.
want one.
What we do want and are now having
Is n steady permanent growih, of good
energetic people. The kind that nnun
business, real hard, good, common
sense, square business.
All o this
you
class will be welcome whether
huve money or not, If you are the
right kind of stuff to aid In building
up what we believe will be the best
city In New Mexico. Come to Helm
and you will receive, you und your
family and your dog "Snyder," too,
ihe glad hand of welcome.-- - Belsn

on

aGres of

o

boom-r-neve-

BOSTON
MASS.

RIO GRANDE VALLEY LAND

company

mm

JOHN BOHKADAILE, Agent
Office Third and (Jold Ave.

Our Women's

0XP0RDS
represent the very best there is
in
popular priced shoemaklng.
by the
They are manufactured
foremost style cruntors in this
country. The leathers are selected from
the most dependable
brands and the workmanship is
above criticism in every detail.

Canvass Oxfords $1.50
$2.00.
Dongola Oxfords $1.65
$2.25
Vici Kid Oxfords $2.50
$3.50.
Patent Kid Oxfords $2.50
$4.00.

to

Maloy's
i

We

to
to
to

have everything you

need for preserving.
THE BEST FRUIT.
FRESH EVERY MORNING

sizes of Fruit Jars, Jelly
Glasses, Parafine, Rubbers.

All

THE VERY BEST CANE
SUGAR.

L. B. PUTNEY
BSTSBMMHBU

j

la

IBTt

WSalassle Oraoat, KUrnt. tm aa Ural
Aeaai tar Mltenoll Vfasnaa
i at'uiiKSMiua, Hm, MsxKt
frOBI tho standpoint of the party welfare, nnd there Is nothing to prevent
a satisfactory solution to every problem. This harmony, ns n strict party
man, I plead for. Preilnctdlffin nccs
between Individuals arc bound to occur, but under the ballot system any
settlement so made should be final
and both factions place party above
men. Some day the tables mny be
reversed and then the winners of today will come under a slinllur rule.
This Is party politics. Follow it and
Try
win. Altec Index.

A. J.

Maloy

514 West Central Ave.
Phone

71

a Morning Journal Want!
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LISBON LIVES
III DREAD

0F

l"Tn io exceed vim revolutions wnile
the air.
The airship remained aloft twenty-- 1
two minutes and a distance of nearly
jtlve miles was covered. A side wind
i was encountered
throughout the flight
and several times Captain Baldwin
had to tack much the same as the
master of a sailing vessel. An altitude of nearly 1.000 feet was attainIn

his,
Secretary Wright expressed
pleasure at the showing made in to
day's flight, but said while "these air
ships would be Invaluable In time of

r

FOES OF MONARCHY KEEP
PORTUGAL

IN

",u

Competent
Leader Required to Plunge Country
Into Honors of Civil Strife,
Is Belief of Authorities,

Br Morning Juurnai SpcrUi Lesaad Wire.l

SEVERE STORM SWEEPS
RILEY MANEUVER CAMP
Junction City. Kan., Aug. 11. Tin
camo of Instruction at Fort Riley wa;
drenched with a hard rain tonlg
During the storm many tents were
blown down and a Boód Ol water raced
down from the hills to the north of
the camp, running in streams before
the tents stretching for two miles
along the Kaw river.
The headquarters tent of Brig. Gen.
B. B. Kerr, commanding the camp of
instruction and the maneuvers, was
Several men
struck by lightning.
were knocked down and one was badly burned.
The federal troops fared
worse than the state troops, being
nearer the river. All over the camp
the soldiers had to hold onto their
tents to keep them from flowing
away. In some of the infantry and
artillery camps the water was ankle

I, is m. ii. Aug. 11.
Tho Insistent rumors that the revolutionary props'
nanda la taking u llrmcr grip In this
country mid need only a master hunt!
to bring about a crisis are given importance by the discovery that recently there has been heavy smuggling
Into the country Of arms anil bombs.
The government's efforts to locate
the contraband have been largely un- deep.
today's
though
raids
successful
brought to light 100 revolver! and titty
rifles In houses iu the suburbs of I. is

bon.

suspicious packing case arrived
yesterday from Barcelona and was
opened at Lisbon. It was found to be
tilled with bombs. Tho declaration is
made that similar cases which reached
here previously have bren successfully
brought into the town.
"The Socolo has created a sensation
by claiming that thirty anarchists who
recently have been arrested In Portugal belong to an Important secret society whose headquarters is New York
and Which has blanches In the leading European cities.
It is known In
Portugal as the black ross society and
to It belonged the rlglcldes. Buissu
and Costa, who weir killed at the time
of the assassination of King Carlos
and Crown Prince Louis Philippe, us
did many other persons who tied after the ded and for whose arrests
warrants have been dispatched to
Paris, London and New York.

RECEIVER

Boon to Elderly People.
have some kidney or bladder disorder that is both
painful and dangerous. Foley's Kidney ltetnedy has proven a boon to
many elderly people as It stimulates
the urinary organs, corrects Irregularities and tones up the whole system.
Commence taking Foley's Kidney Remedy at once and be vigorous.
Sold by 3. H. O'Reilly & Co.
A

Most elderly people
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Poughkeepsle.
receiver tn
O'Mara, or Pittsburg,
bankruptcy for Harry Thaw, visited
Thaw at his quarters in the Duchess
county jail this afternoon Mr. ''.Mara
said he came here to go over Thaw's
accounts.
I

I
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LAWYER lAN O'RIELLY SEEK
GRIEF AHEAD FOR EVELYN
New York, Aug. 11. Lawyer Daniel O'Reilly, who was one of Harry
Thaw's counsel during both murder
trials and who is now contemplating1
Icon netion lo orevent Thaw Iriini
proceed,- continuing the bankruptcy
ings instituted in Pittslairg, gave out
a statement today in which he said
thai Thaw would be compelled to cut
WRIGHT
off the allowance of $1.000 B month
to his wife. Mrs. Kvolyn Thaw, If he
is permitted to go on with the bankruptcy proceedings.
"It looks very much like Mrs, vjiaw
WITH
will not receive the customary allowance of $1,000 the tlrst of the month,"
lie said.
"With Thaw's affairs tied
up in the liankruptcy COUlI I don't see
War Secretary Witnesses the how in can make any provision
for
received money from
Evolutions of Captain Bald- source.
There is no
,
of that kind from Mrs Wil
chance
Aill
Rolinwno
c
It
frciit'
win o uiuiti uLdiovco it win:
liam Thaw," he added.
Two of Thaw's former counsel teleProve Useful to Army,
phoned Mr. o'ltoilly today, it is said.
stating that they would like to Jo? .,
IBv Morning Janrnal Hpeclal
Wlr..) him , th(, contemplated move in th
..1
Washington, Aug.. II The official United States supreme court t side- speed trial of Captain Baldwlwn's dlr - ttiack the bankruptcy proceeding.-- . Mr.
he proposed
Igible balloon was again
postponed I CBolU told them that
.,
4...1..I I. ...
I............;!
today but a preliminary s
trial ,
,i
V t, .
was made with Captain Baldwin
become adjudged a
.. ......
M r,
Curt
....... .fc.rf
;
i ii
i
i
ti
iMiiiMMii
in t i I'll up
mi. 0..1.1...U.
if
again look a westerly course In order the action alone.
to become familiar with the official
Mr. O'Reilly said his ground for
course lying iu (he direction of Falls asking for the Injunction, is that Thaw
Is
church. It
estimated that a speed is a .lunatic and not entitled to bankof 18.1" miles was maintained. Then-wer- ruptcy privileges.
a large number of spectators.
Including Secretary Wright and James
Allen, chief signal officer, present, but THAW CLAIMS Ills
CHBCKH WfSKE HONORED
the Baldwin flights are becoming such
Aug.
Poughkeepsle.
II. Harry
y
an every-daoccurrence that many of
the officers who have been In attend- Kendall Thaw gave out the following,
ance heretofore were not present to- statement from his cell In the jail!
'here tonight regarding a report that
day.
Oreater Interest seems to center In friends had Induced Pittsburg bHiiks
the aeroplanes to be tried at Fort to withhold payment on checks made
Meyer by the Wright brothers and A by him In favor of certain lawyers:
"The story that checks of mine were
M. Herring.
The latter has requested
an extension of thirty days in the llm not paid Is not entirely unfounded.
made payable to Mr.
iu which he is to deliver his machine. One check that
which will be granted.
The Wright Littleton when he visited me here on
May
overdrew my balance, Later
aeroplane is expected any day.
stop- Refore taking his dirigible out to-- 1 under a friendly arrangement
day Captain Baldwin had Mr. Curtiss pi d that check and gave a smaller
expenses'
make a thorough test of the motor. A sum on his remaining
speed of 470 revolutions per minute amounting to about $.000. With that!
of the propeller was attained while one exception every one of the manyj
the airship was In Its place under the checks I have had to draw have been
tent, but Mr. Curtiss did not permit paid."
I
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power system operated by the drainage canal trustees was so heavily damaged that the city bridges are ligefyl
to be without motiva (oy er tmorrow.
In this case no boats can enter ur
leave the Chicago river.

AUGUST

against him was laid before the grand
Jury and an Indictment returned
TILT AT TRIAL
KING PETER AGGUSED against him a few hours before he
Wilconfessed. After the confession
cox led the officers to his home, n here
he dug out of the cellar a tin box
INSTRUCTED FOR
OF
mill to contain $4,00 of the stolen
OF
GONSPIRAGY
money. Immediately after the money
TURKISH MIÑÍSTER TO
disappeared from the bank Wilcox
WASHINGTON RECALLED
was suspected, but for a long time
no evidence was found against him.
Evening Sun and DW. H. ANDREWS
Charged
Servian
Monaich
He was more frugal In his habits than Editor of
Changed Conditions ai Homo Results
even borrowed money from
before
and
With
Plotting Downfall of the loan sharks. In September of efendant Pass a Number of
In Downfall of Diplomat
,
Warm Packages Out to Each
Friendly Nation Hotly De- last year be left the service of 'the
Washington. Aug.
Mexhemad
bank and since then has worked onl)
Six Delegates Pledged For Re- the Turkish minister to the
one week. He bought a few lots and
Other in Court,
nies the Allegation,
Cnlted States, today admitted that he
nomination of Present Dele- had
built a modern home, furnishing It
received advices from his govwith the most elegant furniture, even
him from his post By Morning Journal anacía uiui Wlra.J to a costly piano. This extravagance
The evidence in the case of the
gate in Congress; Lincoln ernmentHisrecalling
recall did not come as a
here.
London, Aug. 23. Nastitch, who b d to his arrest.
Evening Sun against Thomas Balda
r
II'
Judge Maw great surprise to the minister as in was the principal witness at the trial
nepuDiicans
win, on trial before Justice of the
View of the
changed conditions In'
In Cettinje in June of thirty-si- x
Peace W W. McClellan, sluing as a
prisIt was expected.
Turkey,
President
committing magistrate was concluded
pedal lllmt,li tu the Morning Journal
E
mors have been rife to the effect oners charged with revolutionary acDAIS
GENERAL
yesterduy afternoon after a long sesClayton, N. M.. Aug. II. The re that the minister would be recalled, tivity in connection with
the dlsci.--ersion and the court announced that It
publicans of Union county In conven- but it wns not until last rnghl that
of a score of bombs last year
would give Its decision In the matter
regarding the! at which sensational testimony and
tion here today elected six delegates a positive statement
was
this morning at It o'clock. The prowas
received
this
matter
and
ennie
adduced, involving Crown
to tho territorial convention and InPrint
ceedings yesterday were enlivened by
RATES
FREIGHT
IF
in a Cable despatch to the Associated! George of- Servia
In
a
conspiracy
structed them for V. H. Andrews for Press from London. Meliemad All-- 1
a number of rather animated passages
strong Bey Is sorry to lenVc the United against Montenegro, has published ,:
as delegate.
renomtnatlon
between Mr. Baldwin, in the wltnos
resolutions were adopted praising the States because he says he likes this boo at Hilda Pest in which he acchair: Editor Hendricks, of the Sun.
King
used
Peter of Servia of comw ho
work of Mr. Andrews in congress. The country, but as he has pointed out
his own case, and AtPresident of Pennsylvania Re- torneyconducted
resolutions demand statehood for Now heretofore, his recall Is after all B plicity In the bomb plot for the
Frank Moore, appearing for
of the Montenegran dynasty.
Mexico at the hands of the short ses- comparatively small matter,
defendant.
Mundjl
assures Cleveland Chamber theBaldwin
alleges that by an agreesion of congress and Mr. Andrews Is Bey. consul general at New York, has He declared that the air of the eon
piracy
was
to
incorporate
Montenepronounced the one man most likely appointed
ment
Sun he was to get thirty
with
the
Concerning
of
Commerce
churge
d'affaires
here gro and the Slav provinces of Austria-Hungar- y
per cent of the money from ads. The
to procure this priceless boon for the pending the arrival of a new minis-- 1
power.
under Servian
His
territory. The platform endorses the ttr from Turkey and Is expected to
prosecution. In alleging embezzlement
Company's Intentions,
revelations have ticen followed by nuon the part of Baldwin, says the arrepublican administration, territorial arrive here tomorrow.
merous arrests In Croatia.
rangement was for him to get thirty
and national, and praises the work of
of
It is significant that the recall
King Peter yesterday
telegraphed Uy Morning Joiirnul Hprrlul l.nrril Wire.l per cent of the cash ads brought In
Governor Curry during the year that Mehemad
y
and the appoint- the Servian representative in London
1.
Philadelphia, Aur;.
President by himself, excluding those secured
has passed since he assumed charge ment of Mundjl Bey as charge declaring
that all the allegations made McCrea of the Pennsylvania railroad without bis solicitation.
of the executive office.
d'affaires will follow closely upon the; by
both at the trial and In today made public n letter he hail
in the course of his cross examinaThe convention, which was tbor-- j heels of an attack mide upon Isstt his Naslitch.
book, concerning the king of Sertion by Hendricks, Mr. Baldwin made
oughly hormonious throughout, whs Pasha, father of the retiring minis- via and Montenegro, were
of
to
chamber
written
Cleveland
the
lies and as
presided over by Hon. I). W. Snyder. ter, by the latter. Mehemad
y
commerce in answer to a reipiest for the assertion that he found the busiabsurd as they were ridiculous.
while Churlos A. Lamb was elected today
information regarding hc probability ness less successful than he anticiauthorized
the Associated
A dtspaicn l rom Vienna tonight ansecretary. Every precinct In the coun Press to make a general denial of nounces
Mr. pated.
ar- of an Increase In freight rates.
been
Nastitch
that
has
ty was represented and the delegates , i.
W'hv "" asked the attorney.
li
says:
in
In vine nirtl,
McCrea
letter
Agram.
at
capital of Croatia
rested
of your bum editorials."
Inwere enthusiastic in their predictions upon u,(, accusation that he was in-- and Slavnnlca, charged
any
'Because
no
been
at
time
"There
has
with high
witness with startling
the
responded
republican success at the polls in .nlc.il tn the Armenian massaeros
we
of
advised,
so
as
are
tention,
far
treason and that wholesale arrests
November.
"jgett ' Pasha was not the Instiga continue there and elsewhere. The making a general increase in all candor which set the court room In a
has roar.
tor of the Armenian massacre," lie dispatch announces that the entire freight rates, but consideration
"Where did "you conic from to tills
bean given to the proposition that an
1NCOLN cor XT Y PAVOHS
V said through his Interpreter 'and council of a small town on the
n
Hie 'class city." asked the attorney in his cross
in
lie
might
made
advance
UK MA XX FOR DELEGATE could not have been for at the time
cusfrontier has been taken into
i ..n.-,- i..
.ilacatas Journal.) ,,f those massacres he occupied no tody.
tabs' These are the rates upon examination.
Lincoln, N. M., Aug. 11. The re- - ,.,,im,.,.i ....iti,,,,
"Las Vegas." replied the witness.
Which the high ( lass or miscellaneous
,,f
hrmlrlonl
.
...
.....
i.m.i...........
puwic an county convention for Lin- - ,h
merchandise Is carried which consti"How long were yon there '."'
an
..,nt.
coin county was called to order here gallon which included In its mem"Twenty minutes."
tutes a small proportion only of the
this morning, all the precincts of the bership both Kuropenns and Turks.
"Where did you come from before
TO railroad traffic (and, generally speakcounty being well represented.
The When izzett Pasha resigned (hat pothe that?"
ing, it Is the traffic Upon which
was
thoroughly sition after six years in order to ep-tconvention, which
freight rate is not such an Important
"Baton."
throughout,
harmonious
instructed
"How long did ou slay In Baton?"
factor, tita bulk of the traffic being
the council of the sultan, his re'commodity
UpOfl
its delegates for Judge Maun for the tirement was hailed with regret by
moved
"Five minutes."
GO
ALONE
nomination for delegate In congress. the members of the tribunal. If he
At times the Interchange Of wit berates.' Within the past years, as is
a came so lively the court had to do
Resolutions were adoptad endorsing had been a 'grafter as is charged,
well understood, there has been
very gnat Increase In the cost of op- some calling down. The attorney for
the work Of Delegate Andrews in he would not have i en held to such
congress, and approving the course high esteem.'
eration of railroads, due to tho In- the prosecution kept up ii running lire
administration,
of
the republican
Airship Inventor Resents Sug- creased cost of material and labor, og sarcastic comment on the attorney
both national and territorial.
and In order to offset this it would for the defense as that gentleman conMl MM I BEY TO ASSUME
gestion of State Supervision seem not unreasonable for the tn - ducted his case, the latter responding
( II AIM. I Of IJ9G VI ION.
How to Avoid Appendicitis.
mails to expect In secure an advame with equally spicy remarks
New Vork, Aug. 11. -- Mundjl K v.
Most victims of appendicitis
are
of Funds Contributed To- -; in the price of the only commodity
(his
the
general
Turkish
at
consul
those who are habitually constipated
namely,
sell,
Which they have
to
wards Replacing His Craft,
Foley's Orino Laxative cures chronic port and an ardent adherent of the
'transportation,' "
a
party
Turkish
know
constitutional
STRIKE
constipation by stimulating the liver
the Young Turks, this afternoo
and bowels, and restores the natural as
Imreceived a cablegram from the
action of the bowels. Foley's Orino perial government at Constantin p e Illy Morning ,lnrmil Sprelnl l.enned Wire.
Flrederlehshafen, Aug. II. Count GEORGIA
Laxative does not nauseate or gripe informing him (hal he hint been apZeppelin, It was said today. Is opposed
and Is mild and pleasant to take. Re pointed charm d'affairs at Washl
UNCHANGED
by J. H. tnn. "The COIUtUl general at unce ma HC to a plan suggested to Kniperor Wilfuse substitutes. Sold
P"j
arrangements to deparl for Washing- liam by Walter Etathsneau, president
ton tonight in company with
Sldkl ol the Cerman Kleetric company and
PRAISES HUGHES
Bey, second secretary of the Washwho is also a director OÍ an airship
Pacific
Cancels
Canadian
ington legation, who is now In tlrs company Oild
a member of the Aero
CHICAGO SOAKED BY city.
The charge stated, however, that club, for the organization of a comPasses of Recalcitrant Emhe would probably return
lo No-mission to take over the funds that New York Governor's NominaYork tomorrow, a.s for llu present he everywhere
ployes; Small Clash in Toin Germany are being subIs to continue his duties us consul genWould
scribed for the count's use In carrying
tion For President
ronto,
eral here.
HEAVY RAIN
OUt his experiments in aerial naviga"As amatter of fact, this post is
Split
Solid
South,
Have
Says
tion and administer them partly In
mure important,
from it prnctleil Zeppelin's behalf and also to treat
III, Morning Journal MpeíJit I Mrrt Wlrs.l
pOlnl of view, at least , luring the sumDivine,
Atlanta
Winnipeg, Man.. Auk. I. The lothem as a national fund for general
mer months, than that in Washing- airship purposes from which to make
cal strike situation is ipilet tonight.
Lightning Plays Havoc With ton," he said.
appropriations to further other expe- t Itv Morning fasfssj Hm, IhI I
Wire.)
be that
The charge said it may
There is i rumor tonlKht that with the
New York, Aug. I. liechiring that
Light and Power System of luzet Pasha, alleged to he a fugitive riments, it is not known whether
Kmperor William has approved ,hl If the south had had its way the re- exception of tlie Milliliters' Internain this country, is now hiding at the plan or
tional, other internationals uro not
that anything will come of It. publican candidate
Metropolis;
Lake
Streets Turkish
for president
If
legation I" Washington.
aver that would be OoVemOr Hughes and ttlgt Supporting the strike.
The count's
missing
Bey
Mundjl
were
to
find
the
Flooded,
The company has cancelled till
he will vigorously resist any such his nomination would have
broken
pasha It la believed that he would en- - scheme of guardianship
large the solid south, Rev. Len s. Brnugh-1on- , 01 ses Issueil to the men over Its lines
over
the
deavor to secure the pasha's extraditime being, so many men who
already sent him as till, ules to
Hy Moraine Journal SD.-laD., of Atlanta, C,a., roused a for the
iMd Wlra. i thin on the ground ( violation of the sums
to take
holiday during the
use big l.
Intended
for
Ills
zeal
personality
and
and
waa United States laws ill entering
audience at the tent evangelistic
Chicago. Aug. 11. Chicago
the
to pay fares, (in Krl- in continuing building airships along
Mr, it and Strike will have
meeting at
half Hooded tonight by a heavy elec- country of an alleged polygamist.
his own lines.
their
Broadway to such a pitch of enthus- day the men are to lie
trical and rain storm the first good
Besides money Count Zeppelin has iasm tonight
until
inwas
applauded
snaking which this vicinity has re- -' UNEMPLOYED WORKMEN
thai
f
received gifts of large quantities
for seven minutes. He said in part:
Lightning struck
reived iu weeks
sweetmeats,
groceries
wines,
cigars,
IN
YORK
NEW
IU PARADE
-.- y piaces within the ok, i.m"The south is shaking off Its shank-I- , EXTRA CONSTABLES KWORN IN
and neckties and a variety of other
s and we ate going to have a hand TO PROTECT STRIKE BREAKERS
1,1 """''
ng omciric
''
articles.
West Toronto, Itug. 1. Additional
You have
in running the government.
feed cables and cutting off light und
New York. Aug. 11. Ten thousand
power. In the downtown districts
run the government ever since the constables have been sworn In by the
to protect strike
war and you have mad, a mess of It. Canadian Pacific
practically every baseman) within the unemployed men on the east side of
loop was flooded, the sewers being this city are preparing to parade next NEGRO
THIEF GIVES We are going to come In and clean breakers. The places of the strikers
up that mess. Ami If we had had our are beiiiK Krailually tilled.
Inadequate for the rush of water, Friday when the interstate prosperiA clash between the union and nonway this time as we mean to have it
annex ty congress begins its deliberations,
luests irt the Auditorium
were frightened and the lobbies and here under the auspices of the United
later the candidate for prealdont pn union men at the John street bridge
were
wan
would have leading to the Toronto shops
cafes on the ground floor
ticket
the republican
Commercial Travelers Protective asBOOTY
Hooded by the breaking of a skylight, sociation.
been the present governor of New averted 'his afternoon only by tlie arA heavy rain pipe also gave way and
rival of a aquad ot police. The strikYork."
made today
Announcement was
ers claim the company Is Importing
allowed a It Mean of water to rush in- that the procession
will
march
Indian I'.arll, quake Scare (er.
labor from the United Stales ami try-Illto the offices of the establishment.
through the streets ami hall before
CoRstántlne, Algeria. Aug II
to violate the alien labor ait.
Cm
Most of the basement cafes and the building where the prosperity
of Kansas City Bank
Janitor
quite
Stantlne
recovered
from
the
has
restaurants hi the loop district were
Is assembled and lo ask to
abandoned by their guests because of
Confesses to Taking $8,500 effeotl of Hie recent earthquake and 1NDEIUHLT EMPLOYES
In some of the benefits
today the chamber of commerce IsVOTE on fHOt STRIKE
the water which flowed into the
Is for the uinm-- j
program
The
Fifteen sued a statement Hint the life of the
From Institution
Cleveland, Auk. II. Union mnehln-Ist- s
places from the streets or backed up ployed to break in Upon the delibercity Is norma! anil that the business
employed In the shops of the Luke
through tlie sewers. The storm last- ations of the congress at uno of Its
Months Ago,
ftttanOtal conditions are well In Shore and Michigan Southern railway
and
ed about two hours
sessions on Friday.
hand.
in various cities uIoiik the road will
All the street lights from the river
VOt
to Twelfth street on the south were
tomorrow on the question of u
Mornlns Journal Nprrlnt l.r,ul Wire.)
III.
I lodger
().
iu
Hospital.
Mills
WilSucceed at Omit.
Kansas City. Aug. II
put out of the commission and those
strike. The vote will be taken H the
"Congratulate no, old man." sahl result of complaints made by memBaltimore. Aug. 11. Fofuisg Uni- cox, a negro formerly employed a
thoroughfares that did not contain a
pleaded iryj bers of the International Association
liberal sprinkling of nil night restau- ted Stales Senator Roger O. Mills tit Janitor In the National Hank of Com- the young lawyer.
of Machinists that they are forced to
rants were In darkness, The worst Texas todav became a patient at the merce, confessed tonight lo the theft llryt suit yesterduy and won It"
"You don't sav!" exclaimed Ascum. do piece work.
feature of the electrical storm was Johns Hopkins hospital, where he will oT a package tontainlng 1 1, ill from
I'm engaged to Miss Itoxloy."
"Yes
the damage lo electric cables. It Is undergo an operation fur an Intes- the bank on April IS, l!t7. Wilt ox
Philadelphia Press.
The evidence
was arrested Monday.
reported that the entire lighting and tinal trouble.
odd.
"Well, now, that's a funny thing"
i ii.
J i i
i
"What Is?"
"Miss I'aasuy whs an old maid before she married, and now that her
husband b dead she has become a
young widow." Philadelphia Press.
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GO TO BELEN, NEW MEXICO
The Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico.

Located on the Belen Cut Off of the A. T. & 5. F. Railway
--

DotsWlt.

By

"Hoes your husband ever pra!"
your cooking, Berth a f
asked the
rOUNg Wife's elderly Hllllt.
"Oh. yes, indeed, auntie."
"What does In- say when he does?"
"Well er he doesn't say much,
you know, but can always tell whan
the rooking pienses him. He doesn't
swear at It." St. Iouls Times.
-

1

BKLEN 18
MILES SOUTH OF ALBt Ql Kltyi K, NKW MEXICO, ON Till: MAIN LINK. OF TIIK SANTA FEKYSTKM LEADUIG EAST ANI WEST l ltoM ( HICAOO. KANSAS CITY ANI GALVESTON
TO SAN KKANCISCO AM) OfJD MEXICO.
AVENUES AND STREETS
TOWNSITE-1,- 000
BUSINESS AND RESIDENCE LOTS 25X140 FT.-W- IDE
BELEN
THE
THE BELEN T0WNSITE AND IMPROVEMENT COMPANY OWNS
classes,
Holler Mills, a Winery, Uas
all
of
Patent
Club.
a
Commercial
Stores
Mercantile
Churches,
Houses,
anil a bountiful take. School
valley of
fine shade
Belen, New Mexico, Ilea In
Rio Grande,
liUllTV-ON-

K

the

the

ft has

tires

at w Hotel Helen, with all modern improvements:

restaurants.

-

Brick Yard, two Lumber Yards, etc, etc,

etc

ALL FAST LIMITED, EXPRESS, MAIL AND
BELEN IS THE LARGEST SHIPPING POINT FOR WOOL, FLOUR, WHEAT, WINE, BEANS AND HAY IN CENTRAL NEW MEXICO
FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE ROUTE WILL GO OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH BELEN, EAST AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.
The sama Ee Hallway Company has here the largest terminal ysrds on Its system from Chicago lo Callfornlawlilch with an elegant Harvey Eating House, a commodious depot, mall and eiprtss oflice; roundhouse
for eighteen stalls; tracks to accommodate 4,08 cars. The Ms offered for sale adjoin the depot grounds and Harvey Eating House; streets graded, sidewalks laid out! sharte treets, eic
CASH: I1AIANCK ON NOTE AND MORTGAGE FHOM ONE TO TWO YEARS AT g PER CENT INTEREST; TITLE PEHFECT, WARRANTY DEEDS GIVEN
THE PRICES OF LOTS ARK LOW: TERMS EASY,
ONE-THIR-

t

D

WRITE FOR MAPS AND PRICES, OR OTHER INFORMATIONS
JOHN

BECKER.

President.

THE BELEN TOWN AND IMPROVEMENT COMPANY

WM. M. HI

lt. lit.

Tlie Preacher's Ad vice.
"My friends," said the Itinerant
preacher, "the Scriptural rulo for giving was om teiith of what a man possessed. If you feel you can't afford so
much. Just give a sixth, or s fourth,
We will
according to your means.
dispense with the next hymn and lake
up the collection." Llpplncott's.
A Hllglil MIsiiiKlersiaiidliig.

"Do you take any perlodle
asked the new clergyman on hli
round or parish vlsiw.
"Well, I don't," replied the w
takes 'em
"bol my huslwind
do ilhynu',l try lo
nili'iil.
1
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LOCAL ITEMS Of INTEREST
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Washington.
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Arizona-Show-

New

11

-

Wed-BEAte- y

ers

except fair in extreme southern portion; warmer in north portion,
Thursday fair In south, showers In
north portion.
Insure in the Occidental I,lfc.
'I', o. Talle came in from Gallup
last Btfht.
Freeh barracuda and sea bass at
the San Jose Market.
James (ioss of Chicago Is a business
yisitor In the
William Mcintosh of Mcintosh, N.
Mo Is In the city on business.
Attorney Kit . Mdler has gone to
Jeme Hot Springs for an nutlng.
Marry W Kelly of Ias Vegas ar- Morning. Afternoon and Evening
in the clly last night Ettd will
lived
Moat Popular AmuseSessions.
be here today.
ment Place in il ly.
A. HoltmSE, a prominent merchant
of Corona. N. M, is a guest at the
Sturges today.
Attorney it. c Qortner of Santa Fe
ÉVrlVd in the city lust night on legal
bualncB.
James Raveney and wife li'ft last
Phone 471,
night lor DmVii to be gone twu or
tlllee weeks.
Judge W C, lleacock and family
mountains for
have gone to the Jem
an extended outing.
Dr. W. II. Hurr, Santa Fe surgeon
81 Qsllup, arrived from that city last
night on professional business.
in
Koiesi KAnEer Mullllia arrived
tin- i lly yesterday from Camp liirnle
land WlU remain here for two weeks.
Mr
ii A. Matnon and child left
yesteidn for Kong Beuch. Cal., to .i
In the rest of the summer.
of
B --Governor Miguel A. otero
.Santa 1 arrived In the city last night
political busint s
Oil perEOBEl and
mat lers.
The lEdlel "f tin' Lutheran church
at
win hold their monthly meeting
the church Wednesday afternoon, August II.
August 6 to 12.
IiOU Schiinecker of this clly Is
his brother of Topekii and
L. T. Taylor, of the
ADELLAH
his brother-ln-lEsame place.
Whirlwind Tumbler.
The Savoy cale, iinder Ih manage- -

?

I

COLOMBO

Theater

I

Change

Tonight

re-iti-

New Songs

CRYSTAL

of Mrs. Frank Delaney. grows
more popular every day. Music while
you eat.
The members of the
Benevolent society will meet this
morning at 10 o'clock at the office of
Frank W. Clancy.
There will be a meeetlng of the
Woman's Relief corps this afternoon
at 2:30 at the Red Men s hall. By
order of the president. Sadie Bow-dicSecretary.
Sheriff Harry Coddlngton of
county, accompanied by his
wife, arrived In the city last night
from Gallup and will remain here two
or three days.
C. P. De Voting, editor of the San
Marcial Standard, who Is noon to leave
on an extended trip through South
America, was In the city yesterday on
business matters.
Mr. A. Kobell and children wish to
express their thanks to their friends
and to the members of the Harugarl
lodge for kindness shown at the time
of the death of Mrs Kohell.
'If. Nash, Dr. I.. O. Rice and Dr.
Colbert have been appointed a committee to arrange the entertainment
features planned by the New Mexico
Automobile association for the Irriga-- 1
tion congress.
All members of Alamo Hive No 1.
I.. O. T. M are requested lo meet at
Odd Fellows' hall Wednesday afternoon, Aug. 2. at .' o'clock for the
purpose of unending the funeral of
the late Carl Holman.
Corn. Tuesday morning. August I.
to Mr. and Mrs. R V. I.angston. 911
Edith street, a baby girl weighing
eiglit and a half pounds. Mr. I.angston Is the well known engineer on
the Santa Fe coast lines.
e
The men at work on the
telephone line
have
strung the wires as far as La Tijeras
canyon, some twenty miles from tills
city, where a telephone will be Immediately Installed. It is expected to
complete the line to Estancia by Sep
tember 10.
Special conclave of Pilgrim com- mandery No. ,1, K. T. Wednesday
evening. August 12, 1908, at 8 o'clock,
for work In the Order of the Temple;
knights
All sir
hamiuet to follow.
an welcome. By order of the Em.
nrnmander. Harry Braun, Recorder.
The Merchant' cafe, 216 South Second street, has been closed for extensive repairs, which will make it one
of the best restaurants In the city.
Frank Steífen, proprietor, has left
ne
on a vacation trip to Denver.
cafe will be reopened about August la,
Q. A. Burtner of comCapttain
pany G, National Guard, of this city
has been selected as the marksman
of the
from the local contingent
militia to go with the team of fifteen
officers or men which will represent
New Mexico at the great national
match now on in Camp Perry, Ohio.
Mr. Burtner made the best score at
the competitive shoot held by the
men of company fj here recently.
There will he a meeting of the
Young Men's Democratic and Improvement club Thursday evening at
8 o'clock In the club rooms over the
Rev M. W. J.
San Jose restaurant.
Marsh of the Congregational church
Another novel
will address the club.
feature of the evening will he an address by William Jennings Bryan
t hro ugh
the medium of the phonograph.
The three new films shown last
night at the skating rink and which
will be seen again tonight have made
shows the
hit. "Ker-choo- "
a big
laughable sneezing adventures of a
small boy who got hold of some Chinese powder and set the whole com"Don't Bull My
munity
l.cu" denicls the excruciating adven
tures of a man who had his wooden
street
l. g stolen and went along the
pulling every man's leg In a search
Bridal
"The
f,.r bis
oronerlv.
Connie" Is a splendid piece of pho tography, an Edison film and a wonder.

I

Bargains in Hats
Delivering

We have quite a few lots of broken sizes and styles- -all
new and up to date shapes, which we want to close
out at bargain prices.

the

Goods
rHAT E great many of Albuquer-Í1tine's representative business men
and Individuals continue to transfer their bank accounts lo the State
National Is ample evidence that "The
Old Reliable" Is delivering the goods.
Confidently believing we can make
the connection mutually profitable, we
would like to have YOUR account,
feeling assured our splendid facilities
will In every way meet the requirements of the most discriminating

A

L

At $2.00at

$3
line of nobby Soft Hats which sold
ALL SHAPES AND COLORS.

and $3.50.

At $2.50

Quite an assortment of Knox Hats, formerly $3.50 and
$4.00 Good styles.

At $3.00
Some nice Stetson Hats in late shapes
Worth $4.00 and $4.50

The State
National Bank

to close

out.

Albuquerque

Kstuncia-Albuquerqu-

SIMON STERN
The Central Avenue Clothier
PEACEFUL
AFIER

C1LÉUKE

STORM

CITY BAND VISITORS

PLEASED

PLANS TO BE

WITH TIJERAS

BESTHER

ROUTE

PLUMS

1

OF BALLOTS

Capitalsts Return
Eastern
Frof. Cook Chosen Director of
Days's Automobile
From
EVIDENT IN LARGE GOBS
New Organization
Which
Trip Over Proposed Route of
Will Continue Series of PopVictorious and Defeated Fac
Railroad to This City.
ular Concerts,
tions in Republican Primary
A. L. Richmond, of the Ferguson
Election Show Dispostion to The members of the old Klks band Construction company and the Metroand a number of new musicians held politan bank of Pittsburg; J. E.
Inter the Tomahawk,
a most enthusiastic meeting last night
OLITICAL HARMONY IS

of Indlananolla, and Colonel w.
In contrast to the political strenu- - at Which a new band was organized to S, Hopewell returned last night after
be known as the "Duke City Hand,"
imity of Monday, during the republica day's trip in automobiles to Tijeras
an primary election in ihi.s city and and which gives promise of being the canyon.

We have a small blue plum
that makes splendid jelly,
and is beautiful in color.
It makes an equally good
jam.
The price is very
low.

6 lbs. for 25c

ALBUQUERQUE CASH
The gentlemen with Mr. Hopewell
and ublding calm set best musical organization the city has
exper
Cook,
an
Intention
had.
Professor
their
ever
announced
Who
have
republic-ans
county
Hernalillo
New Mexico Central
yesterday. The defeated faction ienced musical director and himself Of completing the
system, went out to Insuect the
OLIVER and MARTELLt
was
of
ability,
musician
unusual
a
bowed h disposition to take it philoproposed entrance of the Albuquersophically and the victors showed a chosen as leader of the bund. W. L. que brunch of the system, better
Dramatic Sketch
magnanimity in sparing the feelings Kdgar was elected president of the known as the Albuquerque Kastern,
Artists.
HOMER H. WARD, Met.
of the under dog thai was equally
organization
and M. J. McGuinness. through the Tijeras canyon pass into
commendable. .So decisive, however,
enough
went
They
far
Albuquerque.
SIS Marble Ave.
New Pictures
was the result of the election that secretary and treasurer, with George
and Songs
Work is
through the Canyon to get a thorough
very little Interest was shown in the Davis as collector.
to
Monday and Thursday.
The band Includes all tho members Idea of the topographicala obstacles
receipt of the returns from the re
WHITE WAGONS
be overcome in building line through
mote precincts, in two or three of of the former Elks' band with many
MABEL M. FRANK
gorge and returned well pleased
which the Hubbull ticket carried by new acquisitions. The organication is the
Diseases of l he hair and Scalp,
At the end of their
outlook.
with
the
plans
harmonious
and
enthusiastic
and
u small majority.
There was every
Scalp Massasc
city where they will rein
where evident an inclination to "for to have one of the crack bands of the visit twothisor
Shampooing.
gentledays
the
three
main
get it and a willingness to act as southwest when the Irrigation conIndies and r.entlcmcn
to
state
position
a
in
be
to
men
expect
7
pall beaier.s at the last sad rites over gress convenes.
Darnell Mdg l'lionc 571.
canyon
The band has arranged to continue positively whether the Tijeras is evof warfare which bodes
the
hatchet
End
are
for
room
,l,,-- i
be followed.
There
rc.elwil a large shipment, wlileli rO haven't
well for liarmony In the republican the popular Sunday evening concerts route will
W0LKING & SON
it will.
ntsklng sHTial tt prices this week to move litem.
Hoblnson park during the remain- ery reason to believe that
at
party
in Hernalillo county henceforth
ROCK
yeaterday der of the summer BBAAdtl and to give While there are some dlftlcultiescom-to VERMOTOR WINDMILLS, TANKS
The
faction
iiubheil
In
ND
WEIdi
.
II
claimed Kscobosa precinct in the east the generous contributors the worth be encountered they are smallmen have
CENTRAL AVE AJbBUQUKPQUaU
parison with those that these
DRILLING, DRIVING AND REern part of the county by a. vote of of their money.
grappled with before and while tbc PAIRING.
against 16. Chlilll is also claimed
said nothing for publication last nirfht,
for the Hubbeii faction, which has a
DISCRIMINATED
Albuauerque, New Mexico.
It Is understood they regard tin pass
majority of 10 in m Tijera, the ex
707 N. EIGHTH
TEL. 1485
entirely
feasible.
as
act returns In San Antonlto being still
at
visit
of
purpose
their
The chief
unavailable. When the commission
this time Is believed to be that of takvotes in hand today it will
all
the
has
Rail
ing n good look at this city unci Its
Important Suit 'Against
be possible to announce the exact figpossibilities as they realize the fact
is, howIn each precinct.
There
ures
by
Brought
EN ROUTE F BOM
way Company
that Albuquerque Is the keystone of
WHOLESALE HARDWARE.
ever, little to be gained from a re
Contractor and Builder.
That their
the whole proposition.
"regas
result,
the
of
the
capitulation
Santa Rosa Firm; Teachers ulars" can show no more than the
conclusions will be favorable goes 1011 NORTH FIRST STREET.
Stoves, Tinware, Enameled lionware; lion Pipe, Pumps,
without saying.
small minority of 20 delegates at the
Institute In Progress,
Telephone 1080
Robert Law, president of the
COLORADO
most out of a total of 112 which make
Valves, Fittings, Bolting, Mine and Mill Supplies, etc,
who accompanied the
Cential.
county
up
convention.
the
journal.)
Momln
orriwpow ,
party, leaves this morning for hl
W. H. Andrews last night expressed
oiTR POI4CY IS QUICK 8A1JCS
WAGONS, IMPLEMENTS AND FARM MACHINERY.
mmm iií.Ru M. M.. Auk. 10. An
headquarters in Santa Fe. The auto AND SMALL PROFITS.
LET US
satisfaction at having the mutter de
nartv vesterdav traveled In W A. Hut - SHOW YOU THAT WE CAN SAVH
suit will come up for hear cided.
Important
M,
N,
Albuquerque,
Fine Pair of Gallopers Have I, r'u tnnrlnir ear with that ircntlcman I JtOU MONEY ON YOUR GROCER
Mail orders solicited,
"This means a solid, united, harins here September 11 In which Molsi
U.S. F. G. PRATT A CO., 214 8.
and on the return trip overj SECOND.
republican
monized,
reconstructed
'hl
Been Shipped From Lamar In charge averaged
brothers of this city charge the
about twenty-sevethe mesa
In the 'county," said the deleparty
Ruck Island & Pacific Itiiliwuy gate. "There la nothing In It If you
OUR DOMKSTK5 FINISH 18 .HI8T
and Should Be in City Today, miles per hour.
in haven't got harmony.
discrimination
All disagreeThat the new outfit Is ready to be- THE THING AND SATISFIES OUII
with
company
gin operations is shown by the fact PATRONS. IF YOU WANT TO HI'.
frelabt rates .,k.,iii ' Santii Rosa. El ments are now settled and the party
OP TO BATE HAVE YOUR LAUNA new fire department team for uae that a number of locomotives and othglad
solidly.
I'm
together
wink
will
DONE BY THE IMPERIAL
Paso and other cities. Judge Hur the thltiR Is settled."
In the auxiliary station in the Higher construction apparatus is already DRY
BACK OF POSTOFFICE
Interstate commerce
mon
of the
lands has been purc hased by the spe- en route to this city. By a peculiar LAUNDRY.
by
city
appointed
cial
the
committee
shipped
locomotives
mishap,
four
OF CANNED
hen
to
arrive
ASSORTMENT
OUR
commission, is expected
council. The horses which are said some time ago over tho Burlington FRUITS AND VEGETABLES ARE A
The
time.
at
that
m tub., the evidence
COPIOUS RAINS III to be very tine animals, have been route were destroyed In a lire en SELECTED STtXJK. COME IN AND
. G. PRATT A
euae will be watched with great Inter
shipped and are expected to arrive in route.
EXAMINE THEM.
CO. 214 SOUTH SECOND.
the city today. They were purchased
est by the merchants of this city.
from a well known breeder of the
A I'nllhful Friend.
Tcacher.' Instilóle In Session
Colorado town who guarantees them
A full line of Loaded
Shot
have
used Chamberlain's Colic,
"I
The Hiiadaltipe county teachers' In
COUNTY
absolutely.
tho
arrival
With
their
en
Diarrhoea Remedy since Gun Shells at Mcintosh Hardan
and
Cholera
with
today
opened
here
atltute
HARNESS
new lire station In the Highlands will It was first Introduced to the public In
more being
rotlmeiil of twenty-one- ,
SADDLES
be equipped ready for business and the 1872, and have never found one In- ware Co.'s.
EEBACted during the week. It promise
I OHM It
city lire fighting system will he In bet- stance where a cure was not speedto be the best ever held here, and
FEE'S ROOT BEER. THBj BEER
ohn Well Known Sheep Raiser Has ter shape to handle tires in all parts ily effected by Its use. I have been a
heliia conducted by Profeaaor
WALTON'S
DRl'G
OF QUALITY.
of the city than ever before.
for eighteen years
traveler
commercial
Milne, principal of the Third Ward
Anof
the
Ten
Thousand
county
withon
a
trip
out
The
never
start
and
school In Albuuuernue.
WORK OP ijA TIN D EB I Ntf
Cured Hay Fever End Hummer folds. out this, my faithful friend," says H. ONOURLADIES'
Cl ILLA RS,
SHIRT
has a tine body of teachers who an
in San Antonio Valley.
imals
S.
Indiana,
A.
Bateavllle,
Nusbaum,
AND
SKIRTS
8. Nichols of Oakland, Okla. When a WAISTS.
Dt'fl
enthusiastic over their work.
SUITS IS UNSURPASSED. IMITO
writes:
"Last year I suffered for man has used a remedy for thirty-fiv- e
O. A. Irftrraaolo, democratic candi
well
known
Mcintosh,
the
William
three months with a summer cold bo years he knows Its value and Is com- RIAL LAUNDRY. BACk OF
date for delegate in congress. Is ex sheep
raiser of the Kstancla valley, is distressing that It Interfered with my petent to speak of it. For sale by all
peeled to be here this week and an
j.
In the e,ty from the Jemes moun-talnbusiness. I had many of the sympelaborate reception la being plannod
EVERY ONE IB TALKING ABOUT
has had his head- toms of hay fever, and a doctor's pre- druggists'.
where
he
for him.
FLAT WORK. IF YOU HAVF,
quarters since April last. Mr. Mcin- scription did not reach my case, and I FEE'S GOOD ICE CREAM. AND OUR
NOT GIVEN US YOURS.
DO SO
In
sheep
thousand
Is
ten
grazing
WALTON'P NOW. IMPERIAL '.AÜNDRY. BACK
SODA.
kidney tosh
took several medicines, which seemed ICE CRKAM
la Immune
from
No
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SANTA
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mountain valleys and after short only to aggravate It. Fortunately I DRUG STORK.
OF POSTOFFICK.
trouble, so iuat remember that Fo the
visit here will return to thai region.
upon
having
Honey
Foley's
insisted
ley's Kidney Remedy will atop the Ir
"The mountain country has been lit and Tar. It quickly cured me. My
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regularities and cure any ease of kid erally
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J. H. O'Reilly
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much rain for grazing purposes and
215 North Third.
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ea sdiicr upon all affair- of life
trouble call and are lilm. He giv
the giHKH - long and rank and the
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Estate
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NEW RESTAURANT.
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u of the power of this wonderful
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CHOP
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.End
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Gun Shells at Mcintosh
man and thai row can obtain
In the upper Ban Antonio creek
Orrttral Avenue. Room I tad B
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through following ute árlele.
Open Day and NighL
ware Co.'s.
ANY OLD TIME. PHONE Ml.
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Hubbs Laundry Co.
Best"

"Our

Chafing Dishes
EVER1TT,

The Diamond Palace

HI

county,

a deep,

tled upon

GROCERY CO.

4(1-4-

ISLAND

NEW

WHITNEY COMPANY

TEAM

Marcus P. Sawtelle

pll

Loudon's Jersey Farm
For PURE ICE CREAM

FIRE

C

n

on

1402

PHONE

Albuquerque Carriage
Company

JEMEZ

.

First and Tijeras

CHARLES ILFELD CO.
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Wholesalers of Everything
DE-WIT-

t

St. Louis Restaurant

